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(EXECUTIVE SUtQARY

Armed with the most mudern weapons and significantly

increased in size, Warsaw Pact forces presently pose an

. .'.---nprecedented peacetime threat to the viability of the U.S.

Army as a deterrent to political and/or military aggression

in Central Europe. Challenged by this formidable Pact

threat, the U.S. Army is responding with a comprehensive

program to develop its capabilities to counter any Soviet

thrust into Europe. This program includes extensive postu-

lation of more effective tactical doctrine as explained in

the OHow to Fight Manuals," a new family of armored fighting

vehicles, and continuing efforts to improve command and con-

trol as well as combat service support. In addition to

making improvements in doctrine, equipment, and leadership,

the Army must also respond to the Warsaw Pact threat byI
optimally organizing its units to exploit the potentialities

of these new improvements. The organization of the current

tank battalion is essentially the same as that which emerged

from World War II: five tanks per platoon, three platoons

per company, and three companies per battalion. The purpose

of th~s Study is to analyse, in light of recent improvements,

- the major combat elements of the Miedium Tank Battalion and

determine its optimal organization to fight and win on the

modern mechanized battlefield.

I
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This Study examines defensive operations of a tank

-baUttalion fighting in a conventional, non-toxic environnment

-in Central Europe against a minimum warning attack by Pact

'-19. ruored formations. Alternative tank battalion organiza-

tions conducted active defenses astride a series of regi-

mental msie avenues of approach, all ideal for a Soviet tank

or motorized rifle regiment breakthrough attack. Each bat-

~- >*•alion had six hours to prepare defensive positions. To

test the differing organizations, the Study Group utilized

war game simulation employing a computer-assisted manual

--l:"rgae called BATTLE.

"Alternatives selected for testing included all combina-

tions of tank battalion organizations with 3, 4, or 5 tanks

per platoon, 3 or 4 platoons per company, and 3 or 4 companies

per battalion with an aggregate strength not to exceed 54

tanks. Each alternative included an attached mechanized

-,infantry company and an organic TOW company.

In addition to the organization of the tank battalion,

the Study identified four other key factors relevant to the

analysis: Soviet attacking force, intervisibility, terrain,

and rates of moemient. By combining variations of theme four

factors, the Study Group designed six defensive scenarios

which each alternative organization fought. From the battle

results, challenges to command and control, and tactical

lessons learned, the Study selected a best organization. The

final rank order was as follows:

li



"Tanks Platoons coLmpanies Total No. Tanks

4 - 3 - 4 54*
4 - 3 45
5 - 3 - 3 54
3 - 3 - 3 36
4 - 4 - 3 53*

* Forward Observer and Forward Air Controller tanks eliminated.

Platoons organized with three tanks lacked sustainability

and flexibility, while platoons with five tanks were relatively

unresponsive and difficult to position. Companies with four

platoons overtaxed the company commanders' powers of command

and control. The three company battalion experienced serious

problems balancing its defense effectively against the tactics

-of the Soviet breakthrough attack.

Four tank platoons provided the optimum balance among

sustainability, responsiveness, and ease of positioning.

Three platoons in a company did not overtax the company

commanders' powers ot command and control. Four tank com-

panies in the battalion made it viable in both an attached

* and cross attached mode against either a tank or motorized

rifle attack. The fourth company clearly provided the bat-

talion commander exceptional flexibility particularly against

the most dangerous type Soviet thrust: the breakthrough

attack.

The tank and the TOW were exceptionally complementary

weapons systems. Employod together correctly, they made a

deadly defensive team. The Medium Tank Battalion must have

an organic company of long range anti-tank precision guided

4 ~missiles.ii
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ABSTRACT FOR

A DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE MEDIUM TANK BATTALION

An analysis of alternative organizations of the U.S.

,Army Medium Tank Battalion is conducted using the couter-

assisted manual war game BATTLE (Battalion Analyser and

Tactical Trainer for Local Engagements). The purpose of

the Study is to determine the best orginization to conduct

an active defenso in a non-toxic conventional environment

against Soviet breakthrough tactics. The scope of the Study

is limited to operational aspects of a defensive battle con-

ducted by a tank battalion with not more than fifty-four

tanks, an organic anti-tank (TOW) company, and an attached

mechanized infantry company. Attack helicopter and close

air support is excluded. Weapons performance data is that

for those systems in the U.S. and Soviet active inventory.

A battalion with 4 tanks in a platoon, 3 platoons in a com-

pany, and 4 tank companies in the battalion provides the

best organization to defeat a Soviet attack with minimum

losses. Target servicing capability, fire distribution,

survivability, and flexibility are found to be the beat

compared to all other alternatives examined.
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, • I. DECISION SITUATION

During the last fifteen years, the United States has wit-

nessed two exceptionally disturbing developments which directly

challeage the U.S. Army's ability to conduct a successful

defense in Central Europe. The doubts that this has

engendered in the minis of Western Europeans concerning

the. resolve of the United States as the leading nation in

NATO threaten vital American inte:ests throughout Europe.

1. Quietly, the Warsaw Fact has markedly increased

the size of i:s forces opposite NATO's Central Army Group,

and if they were to launch an assault today, the Soviets

could achieve force ratio advantages on the order of four

- to one opposite selected NATO Corps.

2. Development and deployment of new and improved

weapons throughout the Pact forces have wrought dramatic

changes in every aspect of modern mechanized warfare.

Immediately following the end of American participation

in the Vietnan. War, the U.S. Army began responding to the

Soviet challenge in Central Europe through research and devel-

opment, redeployment, and reorganization. The U.S. Army's

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) was assigned the mis-

sion of studying the present organization of U.S. Army units

to see if these units armed with improved weapons could be

reorganized into more effective fighting formations. TRADOC

in turn initiated the Division Restructuring Study (DRS) to

determine optimum organizations for all type U.S. Army units

A. . . . . . . . . . l



below the level of Corps. As a separate but related action,

the Commanding General of TRADOC, commissioned this Study

Group to develop recommendations for the organization and

k composition of the Medium Tank Battalion as it contributes

to the U.S. Army's mission in NATO.

The Soviets, possessing massive mechanized forces and new

or improved weapons with vastly enhr.inced ranges and lethalities,

now have the ability to significantly increase the complex-

F ity, intensity, and particularly the tempo of the Central

European battlefield. If the U.S. Army expects to fight

and win on this modern mechanized battlefield, it must not

only possess good leaders, well trained troops, and the most

modern of weapons, it must al.-o organize its men and new

systems into the most effective possible platoons, companies,

and battalions.

The purpose of this Study is to analyze the U.S. Army's

Medium Tank Battalion and determine the optimut- organization

for the battalion's major weapon systems. dased upon the

results of this dynamic analysis the Study Group will make

appropriate recommendations to the Commanding General of

TRADOC to meet the Soviet challenge in Central Europe during

the mid-ratg,, period (1980-1985).

".
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II. THE SYSTEM

The system analyzed is the U.S. Army Medium Tank Bat-

talion conducting an activc defense in Central Euro'pe. The

tank battalion has an attached mechanized infantry company

and both artillery and engineer elements in direct and/or

general support.

III. SYSTEM OBJECTIVE

The objective of the U.S. Army Medium Tank Battalion

is to destroy Warsaw Pact armored vehicles.

IV. ALTERNATIVES

The Commanding General of TRADOC initially suggested

that the Study Group consider all mathematically possible

organizations of a tank battalion that had 3, 4, or 5 tanks

in a platoon, 3 or 4 platoons i.i a company, and 3 or 4 com-

panies in the battalion with an aggregate tank strength in

the battalion not to exceed 54 tanks. The Commanding General's

guidance translated into the following iritial alternatives:

Sub CO BN
Tanks - Platoons - Companies Total HQS HQ Total

3 - 3 - 3 27 6 3 36

4 - 3 - 3 36 6 3 45

3 - 4 - 3 36 6 3 45
3 - 3 - 4 36 8 3 47
5 - 3 - 3 45 6 3 54

Later, the Study Group eliminated the Forward Air Con-

troller's tank from the Battalion Headquarters Section and

Artillery Forward Observers' tanks from the Company Headquarters

3
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Sections (See Annex R (Tactical Lessons LearnedJ). This

adjustment allowed the addition of the following two alterna-

tive organizations:

Sub Co BN
Tanks - Platoons - Companies Total HQS HO Total

4 - 4 - 3 48 3 2 53
4 - 3 - 4 48 4 2 54

During a 6 March 1978 In Process Review with the CG

TRADOC, the Study Group informed him of the decision to drop

3-4-3 and 3-3-4 from further consideration for reasons dis-

cussed at length in paragraphs X METHODOLOGY, XII EVALUATION,

anti XIII INTERPRETATION.

V. HIGHER SYSTEM

a. Description: U.S. Army Brigade organic to the U.S.

Army Division.

b. Higher System Objective: The destruction of enemy

forces through the conduct ot an active defense.

c. Relationship of Higher System to system Under Study:

The Brigade is the command ar.d control headquarters for the

Medium Tank Battalion. As a result, the tank battalion both

submit* reports to the Brigade which convey the enemy and

friendly aituation and responds to Brigade orders.

VI. KEY FACTORS

Key factors or prinary variables bounding this analysis

are: attacking Soviet force, terrain, visibility, rate of

movement, and tank battalion organization. The Study Group

4



$ combined these primary variables into six scenarios represen-

tative of the six most typical battles Medium Tank Battalions

must win in Central Europe if the U.S. Army is to succeed in

defeating a Warsaw Pact thrust into Western Europe.

L
ATTACKING RATE OF

SCENARIO SOVIETS TERRAIN VISIBILITY MOVEMENT

1 Tank Div Open Medium Slow
lst Ech

2 Tank Div Open Medium Slow
lst & 2d
Echelon

Tank Div Open High Fast
lot Ech

4 Tank Div Open High Fast
lst & 2d
Echelon

5 Tank Div Open Low Slow
1st Ech

6* MRD lst Broken/ Medium Fast
Echelon Wooded

*The battalion gained a mechanized infantry company and lost
an organic tank company.

a. Medium Tank Battalion Organization: The Study Group

varied only the number of tanks in a platoon, platoons in a

company, and companies in a battalion (see paragraph IV

ALTERNATIVES). Regardless of the organization of the tanks in

the battalions, the Study Group assigned all battalion altern-

atives the following additional organic, attached, and support-

ing units:

(1) An organic TOW Company (12 TOWS),

42W8



(2) An organic 4.2 in Mortar Platoon (6 tubes),

(3) An attached Mechanized Infantry Company (12

DRAGONS, 12 LAW Teams),

(4) Immediate fires of a 155mm Battery (MI09Al)

from the Field Artillery Battalion in direct support of the

Brigade,

(5) An 8" Howitzer Battalion (M1l0) in general

support, and

(6) A divisional engineer platoon in direct support.

b. Attacking Soviet Force:

(1) In Scenarios 1, 3, and 5, the attacking Soviet

force was the first echelon of a Tank Division consisting of

a Tank Regiment (3 tank battalions (93 T-62s]) and an attached

Motorized Rifle Battalion (31 BMPs). The Study selected this

attacking Soviet force because it represents the most danaer-

ous Division First Echelon attack a tank battalion would

face. The attacking Tank Regiment had the following artillery

support:

I Battalion of 122mm Howitzers (D30) (RAG)

1 Battalion of 122mm Howitzers (D30) (DAG)

2 Battalions of 130mm Field Guns (M46) (DAG)

3 Battalions of 152mm Gun Howitzer (D20) (DAG)

1 Battalion of 122mm MRL (BM21) (DAG)

(2) In Scenarios 2 and 4, the attacking Soviet

force represented the first and second echelons of a Tank

Division consisting of two Tnnk Regiments, the Division

6
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$ Reserve Tank Battalion, and two attached Motorized Rifle

Battalions (seven tank battalions, [217 T-62s] and [62 BMPs]).

The Study selected this attacking Soviet force because it

represented the most dangerous Division First and Second

Echelon attack a tank battalion would face. The Tank Divi-

sion attack had the following artillery supportz

2 Battalions of 122mm Howitzers (D30) (RAG)

2 Battalions of 130mm Field Guns (M46) (DAG)

3 Battalions of 152mm Gun Howitzers (D20) (DAG)

1 Battilion of 122mm MRL (BM21) (MAGW

(3) In Scenario 6, the Svict force represented the

first echolon of a Motorized Rifle Division's attack with a

Motorized Rifle Regiment (93 BMPs) and an attached Motorized

* -Rifle Division type Tank Battalion (40 T-62u). The Motorized
ti Rifle Regiment had the following artillery support:

1 Battalion of 122mm Howitzers (D30) (RAG)

I Battalion of 122mm Howitzers (D30) (DAG)

2 Battalions of 130m Field Gun (M46) (DAG)

3 Battalions of 152mm Gun Howitzer (D20) (DAG)

1 Battalion of 122mm MRL (BM21) (DAG)

c. Terrain: The Study Group selected terrain Northeast

of Hunfeld, West Germany, on which to conduct the test (See

Map, page 8). This area was chosen because its gently roll-

ing, lightly wooded hills represent idea] terrain for - Soviet

breakthrouah Attack (the most dangerous attack for NAI\' ground

defenses). With one exception, the Study Group varied the

terrain for each scenario (Se, ANNEXES E, F, G, 11, I, and J).

NONE
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d. Visibility: On this gently rolling terrain, visi-

bility more than any other key factor determined the tactics

and tempo of the battlefield.

(1) For Scenarios 1, 2, & 6, the Study established

a visibility of 2200 meters, the average daylight visibility

for Central Germany along the East-West border.

(2) For Scenarios 3 and 4, the Study established

ideal weather conditions with a visibility of 3000 meters

(the greatest range at which any direct fire weapon system

can fire effectively).

(3) For Scenario 5, the Study established a visi-

bility of 1000 meters for two reasons:

(a) During early morning daylight hours, Central

Europe often experiences substantial ground fog. While this

t
fog varies siqnificantly at different altitudes, 1000 meters

is a good average for visibility during this period of the

day.

(b) The effective range of most infrared and

light amplification night firing sights is approximately 800

to 1000 meters. Therefore, 1000 meters is a realistic visi-

bility for a night attack.

e. Rates of Movement: The speed of combat vehicles

in Central Europe is totally dependent on trafficability and

visibility. Based upon extensive personal experience, the

Study Group selected two rates of movement:

9-



Scenario Weather/Visibility Trafficabiljt• Rate of Movement

1 Rain/2200 meters Wet Slow
2 Rain/2200 meters Wet Slow
3 Clear/3000 meters Dry Fast
4 Clear/3000 meters Dry Fast
5 Fog/1000 meters Wet Slow
6 Haze/2200 meters Dry Fast

Slow Rate Fast Rate Type Vehicle

7.5MPH (12KPH) 11MPH (18KPH) Track Vehicle Moving Cross
Country (Sustained)

7.5MPH (12KPH) 20MPH (32KPH) Track Vehicle Moving Cross
Country (In a Dash)

7.5MPH (12KPH) 15MPH (24KPH) Track Vehicle Moving Under
Fire

* 4MPH (6.4KPH) 7.5MPH (12KPH Track Vehicle In the Assault
(Firing)

12MPH (19KPH) 30MPH (48KPH) Track Vehicle Moving on
the Road

15MPH (24KPH) 40MPH (64KPH) Wheel Vehicle Moving on
the Road

4MPH (6.4KPH) 4MPH (6.4KPH) Dismounted Personnel Runninq
(first 3 min.)

2.5MPH (4KPH) 2.5MPH (4KPH) Dismounted Personnel (Sustained)

f. ANNEX A (Assumptions) contains a detailed list of all
assumptions which bound the problem.

VII. MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE)

The Measure of Effectiveness is the number of Warsaw

Pdct armored vehicles destroyed.

V!Ii. MEASURE OF COST (MOC)

The Measure of Cost is the percentage of U.S. combat

power lost (Normalized).

IX. CRITERIA

a. Criterion A: For Scenarios #I through #6, the Study

Group fixed effectiveness, measured cost, an~d rank ordered

alternatives from least to greatest costs. (See paragraph

10



XII EVALUATION for Criterion A Cost and Effectivenesh Models)

b. Criterion B: Scenarios #2 and #4, however, were

unlike the other four scenarios in that while all alternative

battalion organizations defeated the first echelon of the

Tank Division's two L.helon attack, only one organization

also defeated the second echelon's attack. In all other

iterations, some tactical consideration (e.g., a turned flank

or a penetrated center) forced the battalion to hand off

the battle before the defeat of the second echelon. In order

to more accurately measure performance of the various altern-

atives, the Study Group applied an additional criterion to

Scenarios 02 and 94 by fixing cost and measuring the effec-

tiveness achieved. (See XII EVALUATION for Criterion B Cost

and Effectiveness Models)

X. METHODOLOGY

a. To conduct the 36 iterations that constitute the

tests of the alternatives, the Study Group used the Battalion

Analyzer and Tactical Trainer for Local Engagements (BATTLE),

developed by Training and Doctrine Command's Systems Analysis

Agency (TRASANA), to simulate the battles. RATTLE, a computer

assisted, manual war game, has four components: (I) scale

model terrain boards of a specific geographic area, (2) a

set of miniature weapons systems, (3) a minicomputer, and

(4) a software package.

(1) The Study Group constructed terrain boards for

80 kilometers of terrain North and Northeast of Hunfela (NA5414).
fiL
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By using projections of color positives (scale 1:50,000) on

styrofoam, cartographers reproduced in three dimension all

natural and man-made topographic features of the area. These

terrain boards have a horizontal scale of one inch equal to

50 meters and a vertical scale of one inch equal to 40 meters.

Accurate terrain models were critical to the determination

of intervisibility.

(2) The Study Group purchased miniatures of every

weapons systems played on the battlefield. The scale of.

these models, however, exceeded the scale of the terrain by

a factor of four. (To compensate for intervisibility distor-

tion created by the difference in scale of both the terrain

and vehicles the Study Group used the right front fender

to represent the actual height and location of the vehicle.)

(3) The minicomputer comprises the major element

of the model and includes: (1) Central processing unit, with

64K, 8-bit bytes, (2) Dual-disk drive, 2 Discs at 262K, 8-bit

bytes, (3) Cathode Ray Tube Console and Keyboard, (4) High-

speed printer, (5) High-speed punch/mark sense card reader.

(4) BATTLE's software, stored on flexible disks

used in the dual-disk drive, performs four basic functions -

data management, game/computer initialization, action process-

ing, and post processing.

(a) Data management incorporates the storage

of both U.S. and Soviet weapons systems performance data

from Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity.

12



(b) Initialization requires the players to

define to the computer: Soviet and U.S. organizations, fire

support forces, minefield composition, preparatory fires, and

items for recording the exercise.

(c) Action processing uset; the data base to

evaluate and announce results of player i-oves and engagements.

(d) Post processing provides a print-out of

the results of the game. (See ANNEX B (Explanation of Meth-

odology]).

b. As an analytical tool, BATTLE is at its best when

the opposing force players are highly experienced with the

organizations, equipment, and tactics being studied. Because

the players' judgment enters into the game continuously, BAT-

TLE inherently possesses enough flexibility to allow broadly

experienced individuals to make the conflict on the terrain

boards approach the reality of war. Consequently, player

experience is the paramount factor in the methodology of

BATTLE. (See ANNEX D [Biographical Sketches])

c. Since NATO must first win a defensive battle in

Central Europe before it can hope to conduct offensive opera-

tions, the Study Group elected to test alternative organiza-

tions in the active defense.

d. Initially, the Study played five alternatives

(3-3-3, 4-3-3, 5-3-3, 3-3-4, and 3-4-3) in Scenarios #1 and

#2.

13
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(1) Because 3-4-3 proved cumbersome and produced

poor results, the Study Group decided to eliminate it from

further consideration (See ANNEX 0 (Non-Quantifiable Factors]

and XII EVALUATION).

(2) After running Scenarios #3 and #4, the Study

Group saw from the performance of 4-3-3 and 3-3-4 exceptional

merits in the four tank platoon and four company battalion.

Therefore, the Study added 4-3-4 as an alternative (deleting

FO and FAC tanks to get the aggregate strez'gth to 54 tanks).

(3) Concomittantly, the Study eliminated 3-3-4 from

further study because 3-3-3 adequately represented the

three tank platoon alternative and 4-3-4 adequately repre-

sented the four company option.

(4) Finally, at the request of the Division Restruc-

turing Evaluation Office, Combined Arms Combat Development

Agency, the Group added 4-4-3 as an alternative.

XI. BATTLE RESULTS

Aside from practice iterations used to train the players

in the mechanics of BATTLE, the Study Group conducted 36 itera-

tions. ANNEXES E, F, G, H, I, and J contain brief narratives

of each battle, with overprinted maps of force dispositions,

statistical summaries, an( logs of the vehicles killed.

XII. EVALUATION

a. Criterion A (Scenarios #1 through #6) (Fix effec-

tiveness; measure cost)

(1) Effectiveness Model

14



(a) Effeetivenoss equals killing 50 percent

of tho Soviet vehiclou organic to the attacking regiment(s)

(1) Scenarios 1, 3, aod 5 offectivoness
uquals killiny 47 T-62s.

(2) Sconarion 2 and 4 effectiveness equals

! • ~killing 109 T-b2s. :

(3) Scenario 6 effectiveness uquals

killing 47 PMPe.

(b) Current Soviet doctrine holds that after

t A rogimvont has lost 50% of its force it halts its advance

and assists the passage of following units. In a Soviet

f breakthrough attack, once a Soviet reqiment loses 50% of its

organic vohiclca, tho load two battalions have too little

leadership and too few combat vehicles to coILinus the attack.

(2) Co.t Model

(a) In order to measure and compare losses

suffo ad by diffoi.int orqanizationti, the Study Group devel-

opod a Com¶tbat Power Index, based on the professional exper-

ie-nco of the Study Group membors. Comibat power coefficients

t (CPC) wore annignod to those armor defeating systems which

weire a part of all organizations. They represont a measure

of utility of a system considering its capabilities and

limitations and wore a~signed on a ecalo of 0.0 to 1.0. Those

CPC are:

M60Al 0.7 utile

j•. TOW - 0.4 util"
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DRAGON - 0.2 utils

LAW - 0.1 Utils

(See ANNEX C [Combat Power Index) for a detailed rationale

for these CPC).

(b) The StuSy then calculated the combat power

of each organization (CPoRG) by using the following formula:

CPORG -. )) (-M6OAls assigned)+(.4) (#TOWs assigned)+(.2)

($DRAGONS attached)+(.l)H(LAWs attached)

(c) Costs to an organization consisted of the

suMnaation of systems lost during the battle weiqhted by each

system's CPC in utils and expressed as a percentage of its

initial combat power.

% CPcost'

[(.7'" ,#M60A1 Lost)+(.4) (#TOWs Lost)+(.2) (#DRAGONS Lost)+
(.l)(•LAws Lost)!" CPORG

(d) In order to compare costs across different

organizations and not unfairly penalize thosp with lower

initial combat power, the Study Group developed a separate

Cost Model that normalized losses by holding combat power

coefficients constant for all systems in all organizations

and comparing those losses against the combat power of a

H-series organization (CP 5 - 3 - 3 " 4t.2). Thorefore:

iCNormalised-[(.7)(#M60Al Lost)+(.4)(#TOWs Lost)+(.2)(#DRAGON,'

lost) +(.1) (4LAWS Lost)] - C'5. 3 ..

(See ANNEX N [Evaluation] for cost data and expanded discussion
of the Cost Model)

16



(3) Rank Otder by Least Percentage of Normalized

Combat

Scenarios
Rank 1 23

1st 4-3-4(3.0) 4-3-4 (21.2) 4-3-4(3.2)
2d 4-3-3(16.9) 4-3-3(45.4) 4-4-3(4.5)
3d 3-3-3(28.1) 3-3-3(47.4) 5-3-3(7.1)
4th 4-4-3(36.4) 4-4-3(63.0) 4-3-3(11.7)
5th 5-3-3 ,41.3) 5-3-3(68.2) 3-3-3(13.4)

Scenarios
Rank 4 5 6

Ist 4-3-4 (2) .4) 4-3-3(10.6) 4-3-3(6.9)
2d 4-4-3(31.0) 4-3-4(13.6) 4-3-4(10.2)
3d 5-3-3(37.4) 5-3-3(18.2) 5-3-3(11.7)
4th 3-3-3(45.0) 3-3-3(27.3) 3-3-3(42.3)
5th 4-3-3(47.6) 4-4-3(29.0) 4-4-3(47.2)

(4) Rank Order of Alternatives by Criterion A using

average percentage of norma'ized Combat Power Lost in battle

iterations over all scenarios:

4-3-4(12.].)
4-3-3(23.2)
5-3-3(30.7)
3-3-3(33.9)
4-4-3(35.3)

b. Criterion B (Scenarios 02 & #4) (Fix cost, measure

effectiveness)

(I) Effectiveaiess Model

(a) The Study calculated the combat power co-

efficients for T62 and BMP similarly to those foi M60A1 and

TOW in Criterion A Cost Model:

ST62 .7
BMP .4

(See ANNEX C [Combat Power Indexi)
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W(b) ffectiveness (.7) (number of T-62s

destroyed) + (.4) (number of BMPs destroyed) - Combat power

ut'.ls

(2) Cost Model

(a) Cost equals the loss of 50 percent of the

total utils possible in a battalion normalized to a 54 tank

battalion.

(b) Scenarios #2 and #4 Cost - 23.1 utils lost

(See ANNEX N [Evnluationj)

(3) Rank Order by Most Soviet Combat Power KIilled

Scenario
Rank 2 4

lt 4-3-4(91.1) 4-3-4(130.4)
2d 3-3-3(84.3) 5-3-3(93.9)
3d 4-3-3(84.1) 4-4-3(93.)
4th 5-3-3(80.8) 3-3-3((89.9)
5th 4-4-3(60.5) 4-3-3(73.2)

(4) Rank Order of Alternatives, using the or,)aniza-

tion average effectiveness attained over both scenarios:

4-3-4(110. 75)
5-3-3(87. 35)
3-3-3 (P7.10)
4-3-3(78.65)
4-4-3(76.75)

c. Rank Order of Alternatives by combining Criterion A

and B:

4-3-4
4-3-3
5-3-3
3-3-3
4-4-3

d. Alternative Selected; 4-3-4

18



e. Analysis of Variance [Annex M (Analysis of Variance

Computation)]

(1) A two-way analysis of variance on U.S. losses

(cost), both Combat Power (Normalized) and M60AI, revealed

that results obtained by scenario varied dramtically. At the

95% confidence level, the F-Statistic (Fl) greatly exceeded

the acceptable value, in other words, variations in terrain,

visibility, rates of movement and threat changed the nature of

the battle, as expected.

(2) However, the F-Statistic (F 2 ) for all organiza-

tion battles across all scenarios was within the acceptable

value at the 95% confidence level, which meant that variations

in organization could not be rejected and further testing is

called for before acceptance or rejection is warranted. Inspec-

tion of organization means (-) and standard deviation (S)

would tend to indicate that 4-3-4 was outside the distribution

for the other alternative battalion organizations:

S

4-3-4 12.1 8.21
4-3-3 23.18 18.36
5-3-3 30.65 22.47
3-3-3 33.92 13.22
4-4-3 35.32 19.55

(3) Hence, further analysis was conducted on three

IBeasuresents of Loss Exchange Rate (LER) In all cases, the

F-Statistic (F 2 ) for organization means exceeded the F-Sta-

tistic at the 95% confidence level, which indicated R outside
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the distribution might be attributed to differet.

organizations - specifically as it pertains to target

servicing capability of the total force.

(4) The F-Statistic for scenario means (Fl) was

less than its F .05 which meant that variations between

scenarios might be attributed to chance. Intuitively this

result could be expected. Variations in LER among scenarios

are to be expected when key factors are varied. Examination

of the data confirms this hypothesis.

(5) Rank order of alternatives by LER was:

organ Mean LER (Total Force)

4-3-4 7.24
5-3-3 3.89
4-3-3 3.38
4-4-3 3.31
3-3-3 2.76

4-3-4 is obviously the organization outside the distribution

and its target servicing capability appears to be a result

of organization.

f, Sensitivity Analysis

(1) Experimental Error: Dramatic shifts in the

Combat Power Coefficients (CPC) should reveal any residual

sensitivity of the results to the CPC chosen. The Study

assumed the results of 5-3-3 were accurate and then calcu-

lated that the degree of allowable error tor 4-3-4's results

is 150 percent. For 4-3-3 the degree of allowable error

im 32 percent. (See ANNEX S ISensitivity Analysis Computa-

tion)). In all iterations, the Study rigorously and uniformly
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applied an extensive set of game rules (See ANNEX A [Assump-

tions]). Efforts to minimize U.S. losses were prudent,

tactically sound, and consistent. Hence, the possibility

of these magnitudes of error is minimal.

(2) The analysis varied the key factors of visi-

bility, terrain, attacking Soviet force, and rate of move-

ment (paragraph XI KEY FACTORS) and tested each organization

uniformly in each scenario. Consequently, sensitivity analysis

of these key factors was part of the basic analysis.

9. Contingency Analysis

After Central Europe, the next most likely geograpnic

areas into which the U.S. Army might employ the Medium Tank

Battalion as part of a Heavy Division would te the Midale

East and North Africa. The Study had insufficient time to

test alternative organizations on this type terrain; however,

using BATTLE and the same methodology, another study group

could easily test these organizations for Middle East

Scenarios.

XIII. INTERPRETATION

a. Non Quantitative Factors (See ANNEX 0 INon Quan-

titative Factors)).

(1) A tank battalion organized in a 3-3-3 con-

figuratior,, lacked sustainability at each organizational

level from the platoon to the battalion. Consequently,

platoon cross attachment was impossible, any battle or main-

tenance losses had a dramatic impact on the viability of
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of the platoon and ccmpany organizations, and the battalion

was extremely sensitive to any small tactical error or

adverse turn of events. In summary, 3-3-3 is organized

too close to the margin of defeat for a battle against a

Soviet tank regiment.

(2) The 3-4-3 battalion suffered inordinately j
high losses in battles requiring significant maneuvering

because four platoons in a company proved unwieldy. The

fourth tank platoon in each company overloaded the company

commander, creating problems both with advantageous posi-

tioning of the fourth platoon and with extracting under

pi.'Qsure from company positions.

(3) The battalion organized in a 4-4-3 configura-

tion had the same company level maneuver and positioning

problems as 3-4-3; moreover, the extra tank in each platoon

only exacerbated these problems. The greater number of tanks

in 4-4-3, however, substantially increased this unit's sus-

tainability.

(4) The 3-3-4 battalion suffered in its perform-

ance from the same lack of combat power at platoon and com-I
pany level as the 3-3-3 battalion; however, the fourth

* company in this alternative gave the commander noticable

flexibility not found in any three company battalions. With

the addition of 4-3-4, the Study Group believed the four

company alternative had continuing representation and there-

fore eliminated 3-3-4 from further study.
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(5) The 4-3-3 battalion performed well, partic-

ularly at the platoon and company level. This alternative

experienced difficulty only when it operated in a cross

attached mode or had to fight the second echelon of the tank

division's attack.

(6) The 5-3-3 battalion possessed excellent com-

bat power at battalion level; however, the platoons proved

relatively cumbersome in maneuver and slow in responsiveness.

Most important, the fifth tank in the platoon was invariably

poorly pozitioned, either exposed or in a masked position,

a phenomenon familiar to the study participants in tactical

exercises. The consensus of the members of the Study was

that increased capabilities of modern tank weapons have made

a five tank platoon too big for a platoon position. TheseIi shortcomings caused unnecessary losses at tne platoon level

and reduced responsiveness at the company level.

(7) The responsiveness and sustainability of

the platoons and the additional flexibility of the fourth

company were salient features that made 4-3-4 perform better

than any other alternative. The 4-3-4 Battalion was unusually

effective when the scenario required the units to conduct

significant maneuver to defeat the Warsaw Pact force.

(8) Regardless of the alternative organization,

the M-60A1 and the TOW weapons systems complemented each

other to an exceptional degree. The tanks with their armor

protection and rapid firing systems proved an excellent
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system for holding the Soviet battalions at long range where

the TOW's with impunity could kill large numbers of Pact

vehicles. (See ANNEX R [Tactical Lessons Learned)).

b. Spillovers

(1) The following is a summary of the units and

men that an Armored Division with six organic tank battalions

would have to add to its Table of Organiation and Equipment

if it adopted any one of the five alternatives with nc

increase in its aggregate number of tanks (324):

3N in Addit;onaI Tank
Organization Div TOW COMPANY BN 110s Co Ul0s

5-3-3 6 6 (4 Off/53 men @) 0 0
4-4-3 6 6 (4 Off/53 men @) 0 0
4-3-4 6 6 (4 Off/53 men @) 0 0
4-3-3 7 7 (4 Off/53 men @) 1 3
3-3-3 9 9 (4 Off/53 men @) 3 9

(2) Additional Manning: Alternatives 5-3-3 and

4-4-3 require the least additional manning. For a level of

performance lower than that of 5-3-3, the 3-3-3 Battalion

requires the greatest addition of personnel. Alternative

4-3-4 necessitates six additional tank company headquarters;

however, this reorganization gives the Division a dramatic

increase in performance at battalion level.

(3) Basing: If the Army adopts alternatives

5-3-3, 4-4-3, or 4-3-4, it will incur no basing problems

above those that already exist. If, however, the Army adopted

4-3-3, each division would have to find billets for one addi-

tional battalion. The 3-3-3 alternative would require added

space for three more battalions.
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d. Incomm.ensurables
(1) Leadership Lost

The ability of a battalion both to win on

the battlefield and recover quickly from battle losses once

it reaches a rear area is largely a function of leadership

that survives, particularly at company and battalion level.

Consequently, if the measure of cost was leadership lost,

and the Study fixed effectiveness as in Criterion A, then

the Study Group would have concluded that the performance of

the various alternatives would rank as follows:

1. 4-3-4
2. 4-3-3
3. 4-4-3
4. 5-3-3
5. 3-3-3 (See ANNEX P [Leadership Lost))

* -(2) Combat Power Remaining

The possibility of interjecting a battalion

immediately into a subsequent battle without any recovery

time is materially a direct function of the percentage of

the battalion's initial combat power that it retains from a

battle. Moreover, the rapidity with which a battalion can

recover from battle losses is also a direct function oi the

percentage of its combat power that the Dirision must replace.

Therefore, this Study could have used the corollary to Crite-

rion A and fixed effectiveness while measuring the amount

of organic combat power remaining in the tank battalions at

the end of the battles. Working with this corollary, the
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Study Group would have rank ordered the performance of the

various battalion organizations as follows:

1. 4-3-4
2. 4-3-3
3. 5-3-3
4. 3-3-3
5. 4-4-3 (See ANNEX Q (Combat Power Remaining])

e. Unknowns:

(1) This Study assumed near perfect fire dis-

tribution for both the U.S. and Soviets in the interest of

conserving time. If fire distribution had been imperfect,

the defender (the U.S. battalion) would have had much better

fire distribution than the attacker (the Soviet force) for

the following reasons:

(a) The defending force, starting from

turret defilade, normally had time (one or two minutes)

prior to initiating direct fire to observe the attacker and

make initial fire distribution plans while the attacker had

no time prior to initiation of fire to observe the defender.

(b) The entire attacking force was exposed

to observation as was a large portion of each attacking

vehicle.

(c) The defender selected the optimum time

for the defense to open fire.

Wd) The attacker had to maneuver and control

maneuver as well as acquire targets and engage them.
(e) The attac'ker placed hiR entire company

on the same radio frequency, effectively denying the platoons

this neans of directing fire.
26



(f) The Soviet procedure for control of

fire is for the platoon leader to shoot at a target and for

the other members of his platoon to also shoot at this same

target until the target is destroyed. At best, this trans-

lates into only one-third of the coverage this Study afforded

the Soviets.

(g) Only the obscuration represented by

planned smoke concentrations delivered by FA or mortars

entered into play. Smoke and dust from firings and detona-

tions on the battlefield did not affect intervisibility,

target acquisition, or fire distribution.

(2) The Study Group assumed perfect command and

control for both the defending and attacking forces because

of the difficulty of interjecting command and control mistakes

(e.g., misunderstood radio transmissions, map reading errors,

failure to respond, etc.). Command and control is always

imperfect, and the fate of battles has turned on a single

such mistake. In this Study, perfect command and control

favored the defender for the following reasons:

(a) Soviet offensive tactics are exceptionally

simple and once set in motion Soviet battalions seldom change

their predetermined course of action (this is also a great

weakness of Soviet tactics).

(b) U.S. active defense tactics are more

complex and require close coordination of many diverse elements
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in order to insure success. Consequently, U.S. tactics are

more heavily dependent on excellent comnuand and control.

(c) U.S. forces depend heavily on radio

communications for command and control at the company and

higher levels. Soviet jamming will hinder and complicate

the use of radio fo- cermn'nd and control.

(d) Much of the success of the active ciefcnse

depends on the iapi,! r.-sponse of U.S. platoon leaders and

company commanders to intelligence flowinn into the battalion

headquarters. During the battle iterations, this Study gave

neither side any information about the oppocina forces until

the information was obtained by visual :on-aci. Therefore,

neither side could react to moves of the other side until

it could physically see what the other side was doing. Once

visual contact had been made, however, the St;idy allowed the

side with visual contact to gain perfect intelligence

immediately on what it saw. This decidedly favored the U.S.

battalion, because quick and accurate interpretation of

intelligence is more critical to U.S. battalion active defense

tactics than it is to Soviet regimental breakthrouch tactics.

(3) This Study totally removed the human factors

of fear and bravery from the battlefield, and yet these psycho-

logical factors would be critical on a battlefield o" this

size and ferocity.

(a) Studies by BG S.L.A. Marshall indicate

that, at least in the U.S. Army, men organized into weapons
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crews demonstrate much ur,.ater "participation in the battle"

than do individual mun with one weapon. Cons,-qncently, tank

and TOW vievs on a real hattlefield might participate much

closer to the degree of perfect participation -sed in this

S'-uiy than would Dragon and LAW gunners.

(b) There is also no way to measure the

"sh,ock effect" and concomitetn performance of U.S. forcct

on seeing for the tirst time massed Soviet tank formations

.moving at top spoed toward theiti.

(c) l~ikwise, the attacking Sovi-ts had a

potentiai major problem becausa second echelon battalions

and rogimo•'ts had to pass through the carnage of nver 100

recently dentroyed %ohiclos before they could attack into

the tace of leadly -courate fire. Yet the Study allowed

Soviot tanks to continue their advance as long as they had

sufficient officers t,ý provide, leadership.

(d) rither force may have brokea1 much

varllio than the Study calculated based simply on a loss

of will to endure tho dangers they could sot, befor" them.

(ul The BATT'I.E Pcogram does not account in

.ts hit probalbi.itios for suppression which in largely based

upon fear. While this Study built in some suppression factors,

it. could not. begin to approxihtate the real effects of fear

on , gunners .ttemlpting to acquire and ungage targets. "sere-

itoratioiiu with perfect bravery.
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(4) This Study imposed breakthrough tactics on

the Soviets because the Study Group believed that breakthrough

tactics pose the greatest threat to U.S. defenses in Central

Europe.

(a) if the Soviets had attacked fiom the

march column, the U.S. battalions should have uniformly

performed better because Soviet regiments would have attacked

in peicemeal formations (one or at most two battalions at

a time).

(b) If the Soviets had attempted an "infil-

tration" type of attack one of two alternativep would have

occurred:

(1) The attacking force would never have

penetrated the Covoring Force; or

(2) The attacking force, once it pene-

trated the Covering Force, would have followed a~enw; of

approach that provided excellent cover and concealr The

divisions in Europe normally cover this type avenue o± approach

with mechanized infantry battalions (an organization which

thts Study did not examine).

XIV. CCNCLUSIONS

a. Four tank platoons provided the optimum balance

among sustainabilily, respoistv(-ness, and cast, of positioninkj.

b. Three platoons in a company did not overtax the

company comr.andsrR' powers of command and control.
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c. Four tank companies in the battalion nde it viable

in both an attached and cross attached mode against either a

Tank or Motorized Rifle attack. The fourth company gave the

battalion commander exceptional flexibility he did not possess

with only three companies.

d. The tank and the TOW (long range anti-tank precision

guided missiles) were exceptionally complementary weapons

systems. Employed together, they made a deadly defensive

team. The Tank Battalion must have an organic company of

long range anti-tank precision guided missiles.

XV. RECOMMENDATION

This Study Group recommends that the U.S. Army reorganize

two or more tank battalions with four tanks in a platoon,

three platoons in a company, four companies in a battalion,

and a TOW company fc, a year long garrison/field test.
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A ANNEX A (ASSUMPTIONS)

I. General Assumptions

a. Neither side will employ toxic chemical munitions.
b. Neither side will employ nuclear weapons.

c. Close air support is not available to either side.

d. Helicopter gunship support is not available to

either side.

e. Both sides possess smoke munitions.

(1) Once a smoke round impacts, smoke requires two

minutes to build up to its full potential.

'2) The screen effect of smoke lasts for ten minutes

after full build up.

(3) The 4.2in. mortar platoon and 122mm Howitzer

Battery lay a smoke screen with one volley that is 300

meters by 150 meters.

(4) The luuumm Howitzer Battery and 152umm Howitzer

Battery lay smoke screens with one volley that are 600

meters by 150 meters.

(5) The wind blows in the Hunfeld Area from the

southwest at an average speed of 8 miles per hour.

f. The BATTLE Progrdm contains all engagement data

(e.g., hit/kill probabilities, rates of fire, firing sequences

times of flight etc.). These data, supplied by the Army

Material Analysis Agency, are accepted as given and assumed

representative ot the battlefield.
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g. There is no radio jamming for maneuver units. U.

h. The BATTLE Program jams on a randiom basis fire request

netr.

i. Fire distribution is near perfect for both sides

(i.e., the senior U.S. and Soviet player decide the fire

distribution plan for every system on their respective sides).

i. Both U.S. and Soviet forces begin the battle at

100 percent operational ready rate.

k. if a firing vehicle is engaging at ranges aleater

than 1300 meters, in hull defilade, from a position previously

not used (surprise shot), it may ohoot both an initial and

a burst on targvt (BOT) round before the target can return

fire.

1. If a firing vehicle is encjaging at ranges between )

600 and 1300 meters, in hull defilade, from a position

previously not used (surprise shot), it may shoot an initial

round before the target can return fire.

[ m. If an engagement is initiated at less than 600 meters

both vehicles may begin the engagement at the same time.

n. Dismounted teams (i.e., Dragon, LAW, RPG-7) receive

one surprise shot without return fire regardless of range if

they are firing from a new or previously undetected position.

o. Dismounted teams may be suppressed by either direct

or indirect fire. When under suppression, a dismounted team

will have to reload and reacquire targets at the start of

every engagement.
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S"Ma. Vior e s

p. All firepower intervals are 30 seconds in duration.

q. All maneuver intervals are 30 seconds in duration. 4
r. To account for the time to get up to speed, all

halted vehicles can move at only half speed for the first 30

seconds of movement.

a. Neither side uses radars.

t. Opposing forces have no intelligence of the other

side until they can see their adversary.

u. Once one force has seen its adversary the force with

visual contact has perfect intelligence about the size and

location of that organization but no intelligence about its

scheme of maneuver.

v. Vehicles knocked out on restricted routes (e.g.,

wooded trails or village streets) become obstacles. Other .

"vehicles attempting to bypass knocked out vehicles must I
delay 30 seconds for each two knocked out vehicles it wants

to bypass.

w. Leadership and training are perfect, neither side

will make any command and control errors (e.g., map reading

errors, misunderstood radio communications, etc.).

II. United States Forces

a. The Covering Force will strip away all Soviet

reconnaissance elements prior to the Soviet breakthrough

attack on the Main Battle Area (MBA).

b. At the time of the attack, Battalion Scout Platoons

will be screening between battalion battle positions and not
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screening forward of the battalion battle position.

c. The U.S. force has six hours in which to prepare

its battalion battle positions.

(1) This is sufficient time to prepare dug in

positions on the battalion initial battle position.

(2) The Engineer Platoon has the munitions and

can emplace six minefields (100 meters x 50 meters) or six

obstacles or any combination of the two totaling six projects.

d. Once a VTR arrives at an immobilized vehicle it can

hook up in 30 seconds.

e. A VTR can tow a disabled vehicle at one half the

speed that the vehicle could normally move under its own

power.

f. A VTR can tow two disabled tanks at one time.

g. If a vehicle carrying a commander is destroyed the

commander is assumed dead.

h. Effective leadership at the Company level is the

company commander. If the company commander is killed, the

senior platoon leader becomes the effective leadership.

The platoon leader does not need to relocate, and the com-

pany suffers no degradation in performance because a platoon

* leader is commanding.

i. Effective leadership at the platoon level is either

the platoon leader or the platoon sergeant. If both the

platoon leader and the platoon sergeant are killed, the

company must either move a leader to the platoon or move

A-4
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i j the platoon to a leader before the platoon can continue to

participate in the battle.

3. The Engineer Platoon will lay mines and construct

obstacles but can not participate in the battle as infantry.

k. The basic load of U.S. vehicles is as follows:

(1) M-60AI

40 - APDS

'.5 - HEAT

$ - HEP

100 - 50 Cal

i%,0UC - 7.62mm

(2)1 TC~d I
10 - TOW

1,000 - 5f. Cal

(3) Dragon S'eam

6 - Dragons

(4) LAW Team

3 - LAWS

III. Warsaw Pact

a. All regiments lost their reconnaissance companies

in the fight with the U.S. Covering Force.

b. The basic load of Soviet vehicles is as follows:

(1) T-62
14 - APFSDS

7 - HEAT

19 - HE
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(2) BmP

5 - Sagger

10 - 73nom HEAT

C. All BMPWo have Saggers mounted at the start of the

battle.

d. All BMPs must be stationary during the entire

period of a missile engagement.
e. A BMP in the assault can fire one Sagger every

two minutes.

f. A dismounted Sagger Team can fire a missile e',ery

30 seconds.

ci. BMP must be stationary when firing the 73mm gun.

h. The BMP must fire the 73mm gun and Sagger from

I an exposed (rather than hull defilade) position.

i. BMPs have no night sight for either the Sagger or

the 73mm gun.

1. Soviet forces can breach a U.S. obstacle in four

minutes.

k. The BMP and T-62 can, generate a smoke screen for

* 10 minutes.

1. When the Soviet tank regiment attacks, it has one

Motorized Rifle Company attached to every Tank Battalion.

m. When the Motorized Rifle Battalion attacks, It has

one 13 tank Tank Company attached to every Motorized Rifle

' Battalion.
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n. Each tank platoon has one tank equipped with a

mine plow.

o. Each tank battalion has one tank equipped with a

mine roller.

p. The assault elements of both tank and motorized

rifle regiments arrive at the U.S. MBA in a breakthrough

formation (See Appendix 1 (Soviet Formations)).

q. A Soviet Tank or Motorized Rifle Regiment will

not continue to advance once it has suffered 50% losses of

organic systems (e.g., 50% of the T-62s in a Tank Regiment

or 506 of the BMPs in a Motorized Rifle Regiment). Instead,

the depleted regiment will hold in place, seek covor, con-

tinue to engage, and assist the passage of following regi-

ments.

r. Soviet forces will attack at the maximum rate of

movement permitted.

a. An attacking Soviet battalion when moving through

a minefield will proceed 100 meters after the first mine is

detected. Thereafter following vehicles will travel in the

tracks of vehicles which previously breeched the minefield.

Once one battalion has breeched a minefield all other

battalions can follow the tracks of the previous battalion

and traverse the minefield without casualties.

Appendix

Soviet Formations
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SOVIET TANK DIVISION 4

BREAK THROUGH FORMATION

TV I

1 mi
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* SOVI1T TANK REGIMENT
BREAK THROUGH FORMATION

'I

5 TO 8 KM

.- I1.5 TO 5 KN-i

1 1T

TO
m 4

KN 1:K
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SOVIET TANK BATTALION
WATTLELINE FORMATION

RST
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1001t TO

I SECOND
0 00 00 BATTLELINE

}THIRD
BATTLELINE

LEGEND:-
W TANK
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"" ANNEX B - EXPLANATION OF METHODOLOGY

I. INITIAL DEPLOYMENT

1. Each iteration tegan with the errecting of a screen

between the main battle area and the area in which the Soviets

deployed into their breakthrough formation. This allowed

the U.S. player to deploy his troops without revealing their

location to the Soviet player, and for the Soviet commander

to select his avenues of advance and locations for his smoke

missions without revealing his scheme of maneuver or having

any intelligence beyond a map reconnaissance on which to

base his smoke screen.

2. Once they removed the screen, the U.S. and Soviet

players were committed to their initial deployment and axes

( of advance until some event (e.g. a visual sighting or

receipt of direct fire) logically provided them with intelli-

gence upon which to alter their previous plans.
II. INITIAL ENGAGEMENT RULES

1. The defender, starting in a position of defilade and

able to move by covered routes, always opened the direct fire

portion of the battle. In order to engage a target, the fir-

ing vehicle needed to have intervisibility with the target.

The players determined intervisibility by stretching a string

from the right front bumper of the firer to the right front

bumper of the target. If the string did not touch any terrain

feature between the two vehicles, then the firer had inter-

visibility with the target. (See Appendix 1 [Intervisioilityl)

B-1
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2. In order to create the elements of local surprise

that the defender normally possesses over his attacker, the

Study Group used the following rules:

a. If the defender initiated direct fire at a range

greater than 1300 meters from a defilade position from which

no previous U.S. system had ever fired, the defender could

fire an initial, and for tanks, a Burst On Target (BOT) round,

before the target could return fire.

b. Tf all of the above conditions existed but the

range was between 600 and 1300 meters, then the defender

could only fire an initial round before the target could

return fire.

c. If the range was less than 600 meters or any

other conditions in a. above did not exist, then both sides

could engage simultaneously.

III. DIRECT FTRE

1. P'ayers input all direct fire information to the

computer through IBM mark sense cards (see Appendix 2 (Com-

puter Hardware)). On all direct fire input cards the players

provide the computer with the following information:

a. The type vehicle firing

b. The type ammunition fired

c. The vehicle number of the firer (all vehicles

on the board had a unique number)

d. Whether the firer was moving or stationary when

firinq
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Se. The number of rounds being fired

f. The range from the firer to the target

g. The type vehicle that is the target

h. The vehicle number of the target

~. Whether the target is moving or stationary

J. Whether the target is fully exposed or in

hull defilade

k. Whether the target is facing the firer or

flank to the firer

1. Whether the firer has acquired the target and

has "a round in the chamber" ready to fire.

IV. FIREPOWER AND MOVEMENT INTERVAL

Training and Doctrine Command's System Analysis

Agency (TRASANA) designed BATTLE so that the players could

establish any interval of fire and maneuver they desire.

1. This study used 30 second intervals because

that is the approximate time lapse required for a tank •o

engage a target with two rounds, back into total defilade,

load a third round, and occupy an adjacent fighting position.

This is also approximately the time a TOW crew needs to load

a missile, fire it, track it to the target, and reload a

second round.

2. The BATTLE program contains mean data on all

engagement times (i.e. loading, firing, and time of flight)

,nd the program will randomize these data to render a firing

order among all Soviet and U.S. systems.
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3. At the start of each firepower interval, both 3
the Soviet and U.S. players input all vehicles they desire

to fire during the 30 seconds of interval. The BATTLE Pro-

gram will accept up to 80 of these cards during a single

interval period.

4. As the computer runs through this 30 second

interval, it will visually display the results of each engage-

ment as it occurs (hit or miss, kill or no kill) and store

the results. (See Appendix 3 (Computer Hardware in operation]).

5. If a long range anti-tank precision guided mis- Ui
sile team dies during the flight of a missile, the missile

will always miss. If a vehicle is killed before it can fire,

the computer will remove that vehicle from the computer's

randomized firing order.

6. At the end of the 30 second firepower interval

the program informs the players that they should take a 30

second maneuver interval. During this 30 seconds, the players

can move their vehicles a scaled distance equal to the dis-

tance the vehicle could move during actual combat. Another

30 second fire power interval then follows and this rotation

continues until the game's end.

V. INDIRECT FIRE

Players input indirect fire through IBM cards in

a similiar manner as they input direct fire.

1. For each indirect fire mission, a player must

provide the following data:
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S(a) Whether the mission .s fal lirect or

general support battery or battalion.

(b) The broad number of the battery (all bat-

teries have a board number and a location stored within the

program).

(c) The status of the forward observer (not

trained, will adjust, will not adjust).

(d) Target type

(e) Status of target (in open, in woods, in town)

(f) Time by which last volley must land

'g) Armio choice

(h) Number of volleys

(i) Radius of target area

( 2. Based upon randomized mean time to deliver the

rounds, the computer will then tell the players during the

sequence of firepower events when and where the volleys landed.

Unlike the dir(,ct fire evaluation, however, indirect fire

evaluation is not totally a Monte Carlo computer determined

result. indirect fire evaluation is only computer assisted

and the player must input the following information before

the computer can determine the results of the mission:

(a) Target type (on a mechanized battlefield

what a commander originally shot at may have moved and a

different target .maneuvered under the indirect fire mission).

(b) Board numbers of all targets within the radius

of lethality.
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(c) Status of Target (open, wood or town)

(d) Azimuth and distance from the targets to aim

point that landed (must be input a single target at a time).

(See Appendix 4 (Calculating the Location of Incoming Artillery))

(e) General Comments:

(1) All indirect fire missions called for

Fire For Effve.ct, and forward observers made no attempt to

adjust fire. The short duration of each battle precluded

the use of adjustment techniques; if forward observers had

tried tc adjust it was unlikely that fire for effect rounds

would have arrived in time to affect the battle.

(2) Indirect fire systems never significantly

influenced the outcome of any battle by killing a large

number of vehicles and only rarely did they contribute to

the measure of effectiveness.

(a) Lethality data within hit/kill prob-

ability data sets do not consider the shock effect of

artillery or mortar rounds impacting on comynand and control,

fire distribution, target acquisition, target/missile trackinqg,

or intervisibility.

(b) Instead, players adjusted target

acquisition and system firing rates during subsequent fire-

power exchanges but could not make adjustments at the time

of indirect fire evaluation unless the system in question was

evaluated as killed. These limitations and adjustments were
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present for Soviet and U.S. organizations, however, this did

not favor one U.S. organization over another.

(3) Pre-planned fires were not used by either

side. The use of pre-planned fires would have reduced response4

times and increased the amount of indirect fire on the battle-

field. The indirect fire sub-routine present in BATTLE is

cumbersome in this area.

(4) The numbers of the Study Group observed

during the course of game play that iA and mortar-delivered

smoke munitions had significant impact on the conduct of a

battle and subsequently used their scarce indirect fire Ii

resources to take maximum advantage of that effect. Hence,

no influences should be drawn from the quantities of FA, HE

-r ICM munitions expended by each side.

VI. SMOKE

The players of BATTLE must use both computer and manual

operations to piay the vital element of smoke.

1. A player desiring a smoke screen must input to the

computer an indirect fire mission designating smoke.

2. After the computer has randomized the mean time to

yet the smoke rounds on the ground, the computer tells the

players at the proper time during a firepower event where

the smoke rounds have landed.

-. The players must then place a series of templates

on the ground to show zhe build up of smoke over two minutes.
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4. Than for the ten minutes following the complete ' )

build up oi smoke, at each successive maneuver event the

players must move the smoke ,f the speed and ini the .ilroction

of the wind.

5. At the end of the twelve minutes, the players must

lift the template from the terrain board.

6. All indirect firc smoke screens were assumed to be

forty meters in height.

7. Soviet BMP's and T-62's can lay a smoke screen by

injecting diesel into the exhaust manifold. This smoke screen

was ten meters high, two hundred meters long, and spread

into the direction to which the wind was blowing. These

smoke screens were also laid on the terrain boards manually

with a sponge template.

VII. MINEFIELDS

As the vehicles moved across the battlefield, some

* crossed minefields. The computer evaluates minefield

* crossings by the keyboard entry of the following data:

1. The minefield number (previously defined in

density for the computer).

2. The number of rows of the minefield the target

vehicle crossed.

3. The type vehicle crossing

4. The status of the vehicle

(a; Buttoned up moving fast (status used in the

Study when the vehicle had to cross a minefield under direct

fire). B-8 )
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(b) Buttoned up moving slow

(c) Hatches open moving fast (status used in the

Study when the vehicle had to cross a minefield when not

under direct fire). i
(d) Hatches open moving slow. .1

VIII. PLAYER LEARNING CURVE

Unquestionably, both the Soviet and U.S. players

become more adept with every iteration. Not only did they

become better players they more importantly became familiar

with how to use the particular terrain to greater advantage

and how to use the organic and attached weapons systems to

complement each other. In order to offset these advantages,

the Study followed two procedures:

"1. The Study Group varied the order in which the

organizations ran through the different scenarios. For 4-3-4,

this was possible only for Scenarios #5 and #6 (see X METH-

ODOLOGY for an explanation). For Scenarios #1 through #4,

4-3-4 was the next to last organization to run the scenario.

Because the study added 4-4-3 to the alternatives after the

Study Group had run all other iterations, 4-4-3 was the last

organization to be played in all scenarios.

2. The Study also alternated the battalion commanders

playing the U.S. force. Consequently, no single commander

played a particular organization in two successive scenarios.

B-
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IX. SUMMARY

The general methodology, Game Rules, Key Factors, and

Assumptions could not possibly cover all situations prior to

•.heir occurrence. D.vri7,-g every iteration, the players had

to decide in peculiar .i[uA:cns what methodology would

ajproxi-nat, th,- ,-' ty c. • ohat in Ccntr.-i. V. ireope. (!,,,-

Appendix 5 w, itl !IrO]i • .

Appendices
-. Intervis bility

2. Comp-uter 1':rdwaro
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ANNEX C (Combat Power Index)

I. GENERAL: In order to aggregate and compare the relative

Combat Power that differing systems and organizations contrib-

uted to the battle, the Study Group, developed a Combat Power

Index (CPI), based upon the professional experience of the

Study Group members. The Study assigned Combat Power Coefficients

(CPC) for M6OAl Tanks, TOWs, Dragons, and LAWs. For Criterion 4

B, the Study Group also assigned CPCs to T-62 Tanks and BMPs.

These coefficients represent a measure of utility of a system

considering its individual capabilities and limitations; values

assigned were placed on a utility scale from 0.0 to 1.0.

I1. U.S. DIRECT FIRE WEAPONS

a. In developing the CPC, the Study Group considered

6-. firepower, mobility, range of weapons, survivability, and

the flexibility of employment of the system under all cir-

b. No correlation exists between a system's CPC and

its performance in registering kills. Rather, CPCs take

into consideration a system's total contribution to the

battalion battle.

(i) LAW. A light anti-tank weapon with an excep-

tionally short range and limited utility, it nevertheless

made a contribution in situations where infantry strongpoints
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were employed, such a3 in villages and close terrain. In ,

all cases, LAW was employed only by the attached infantry

company. LAW's CPC - .1.

(2) Dragon. A short to medium range anti-tank

guided missile (ATGM) with somewhat greater utility because

of its greater range and lethality. Dragons were also

employed by the infantry company. Dragons CPC - .2.

(3) TOW. Factors weighed in assignment of TOW's

CPC included its excellent maximum effective range, lethality,

and mobility, versus its slow rate of fire, limited night

fighting capability, limited capability at ranges less than

700 meters, small basic load, and lack of survivability

against direct fire. TOW's CPC - .4.

(4) M60AI. Its high rate of accurate aimed fire,

* excellent cross country mobility, armor protection, and

flexibility of employment in open terrain, versus its high

Ssilhouette and limited night fighting capability were con-

sidered in assigning an M60Al's CPC, which equals .7,

III. DIRECT FIRE SOVIET WEAPONS

a. BMP. Excellent firepower (Sagger and 73mm smooth

bore gun) to extended ranges, cross-country mobility, vers-

atility (with its infantry squad), and armor protection, as

opposed to slow rates of fire, small bajic load of Sagger

and 73mm HEAT, and limited night fighting capability was

considered. This comparison with TOW CAP was inevitable,
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and when all factors were balanced between the two systems

caused a CPC equal to .4 to be assigned.

b. T-62. Similarly, comparison between M60Al and

T-62 tanks yielded the conclusion that they are roughly

equivalent in capability. The Study Group, therefore,

assigned a CPC equal to .7 to the T-62.

IV. ARTILLERY

a. Utilization of field artillery fires was not

uniform throughout the iterations. Although U.S. and Soviet

comwnanders employed much indirect fire in several battles,

few losses were attributed to artillery (except Soviet BM 21

and U.S. 8 inch Howitzers). Suppression was considered

according to the established game rules, as were the effects

- of smoke.

b. Since indirect fire made an infrequent contribution

to the Study's measure of effectiveness - destroying Pact

vehicles - a CPC seemed to be inappropriate. Implicitly,

its contribution is included in the survivability of the

U.S. force, the time delay(s) imposed on the attacking

Soviets, and other output variables in ANNEX , Battle Results.
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ANNEX D (Biographical Sketches)

LTC Gerald P. Schurtz, Armor
SDOR April 23, 1973

Assignment Organization Location

Troop XO 10th Cavalry Korea
Troop Plt Ldr/XO 8th Cavalry Ft. Lewis, WA
Regt S-2 llth ACR RVN
Sqdn Cmdr llth ACR Germany
G-3 Plans V Corps Germany

LTC Frederick J. McConville, Field Artillery
DOR April 4, 1974

Assignment Organization Location

S-3 Officer 24th Tnf Div Germany
S-3 Officer 1st Cay Div RVN
Asst G-2 1st I:av Div RVN
Dist Sr Adv MACV RVN
Asst Sec MACV RVN
BN XO lst Cav Div Ft. Hood, TX
Div Arty S-3 lst Cav Div Ft. Hood, TX
BN CO Ist Cay Div Ft. Hood, TX

MAJ Henry J. Lowe, Armor
DOR October 10, 1975

Assignment Organization Location

Plt Ldr 12th Cavalry Germany
Troop CO 12th Cavalry Germany
Sqdn S-3 12th Cavalry Germany
Regt S-3 Air l1th ACR RVN
Asot J-3 Opns III MAF RVN
Troop CO llth ACR Germany
Sqdn S-3 llth ACR Germany
Sqdn XO llth ACR Germany
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MM James J. Steele, Armor

DOR June 8, 1976

Assignment Organization Location

Pit Ldr 13th Armor Ft. Hood, TX
CO XO 13th Armor Ft. Hood, TX
Pit Ldr 11th ACR RVH
Troop CO llth ACR RVN

S-3 Air llth ACR RVN

Regt S-i llth ACE Germany
Troop CO llth ACR Germany
Sqdn S-3 llth ACR Germany
Sqdn XO l1th ACR Germany
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ANNEX M (Analysis of Variance)

I. GENERAL. Analysis of Variance (AOV) was conducted to

determine if variation in results of battles could be

attributed to a change in key factors (variables), or if

variation resulted from chance alone.

II. A matrix of results was constructed, with organizations'

results in the columns and the scenarios' results in rows.

Then an AOV was conduc,:ed on the means of battles by

scenario and by organization for; (1) Normalized Combat

Power Lost (the MOC), shown in Appendix 1, (2) Combat Power

Lost (Row), in Appendix 2, and (3) M6OAl Tanks Lost (Row),

in Appendix 3. Data points for these Appendices are derived

in Appendix 4-9, this ANNEX.

1 III. F1 is the F-Statistic for scenarios (horizontal),

while F 2 is for organizations (vertical). Both were analyzed

at the 95% confideroc:t e (F 0 5 )

IV. In all three vze%'tradnts, the F-Statistic for scenarios

means (F 1 ) exceeded F. 0 5, allowing rejection of the null

hypothesis. Specifically variation in the scenarios means

(x) can be attributed to something other than chance, which

could be anticipated since variation of key factors in each

scenario was designed to present the alternative organizations

with different situations.

V. However, in all three treatments the F-Statistic for

organization means (F 2 ) was less than F 0 5 ; hence, the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected and, in the absence of further
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testing, variation in organization, means could be attributed

to chance.

VI. This outcome could not be anticipated by inspection of

the data. There is considerable variation in organization

means; heuristically, one would expect this variation to be "'

attributable to organizational difference. However, the wide

spread of standard deviation(s) for the organization may I
explain why the F-Statistic did not lie o'itside the limit.

In any case, because the F-Statistic for organization means

was not statistically significant, further analysis was con-

ducted.

VII. Three measurements of Loss Exchange Rate (LER) were

extracted from ANNEX L, (Loss Exchange Rate) arrayed in the j
same manner as above, and an AOV was conducted. The general

formula for LER is:

LER - Soviet Vehicles Destroyed (By)
US Vehic'es MLost)

Thus, Appendix 10 is the LER for the total U.S. force,

Appendix 1). is the LER for M60A1 and TOW, and Appendix 12

is the LER for M6OAl.I
VIII. In all three treatments, the F-Statistic for scenario

means (Fl) and organization means (F 2 ) behaved the same.

F2 exceeded F.0 5 , allowing rejection of the null hypothesis

that all variation between organization means may be I

attributable to chance. Thus, differences in organization

means (xW is instructive, since means falling outside the

M- 2
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population must have a reason, ostensibly a demonstrable

difference in target-servicing capability. By inspection,

in all three treatments the means for 4-3-4 (7.24, 8.8, and

11.48, respectively) are obviously outside the distribution,

on the positive side. Intuitively, 4-3-4 must provide a

significantly greater target servicing capability than the

other organizat'ons.

IX. Similarly, the F-Statistic for scenario means (FI) was

less than its F. 0 5 , which did not allow rejection of H0 in

this case. Specifically, variation in means between scenarios

carn be attributed only to chance. Intuitively, this result

can be supported, as it is expected that variations in LER

between scenarios will depend on the nature of key factors -

"(7 visibility, terrain, rate of movement, and threat - in each

scenario. For example, LER for a battle at 1000 meters

visibility should be quite different than one at 3000 meters

which is borne out by the data. Thus, a rank order of

organizations (excluding 3-3-4 and 3-4-3) is as follows:

(1) (2) (3) (4)
ORGAN LER (TOTAL) ORGAN CP LOST(NORM)
4-3-4 7.24 4-3-4 12.10
5-3-3 3.89 4-3-3 23.18
4-3-3 3.38 5-3-3 30.65
4-4-3 3.31 3-3-3 33.92
3-3-3 2.76 4-4-3 35.32

Compar-ison of Colunuis (1) and (3) reveal 4-3-4 prevails under

both measurements, by a substantial margin (@ 100%), whereas,

the remaining organizations experience minor shifts.
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SOrganizations with qireater numbera of tank.s diipl.i-e s maller

f organizat.ions, Column (1), possibly a reflection of gr.)attei.

target servicing capability.
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Appendix 4 (Scenario #1) to ANNEX M (Analysis of Variance
Computation)

No Fixed Effectiven,.-s - Measured Costs

No Effectiveness = S0% of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO: 1

ENEMY: I Tank Regt (93 T-62)+1 Mech Bn (31 RMP)

VISIBILITY: 2200 meters

TIME (SEC.): 419 130 483 97 227 452 338

ORGANIZATION 3-3-3 4-3-3 1 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3 3-3-4 3-4-3

1 CP LOST
(NORMIALIZED): 28.1 16.9 35.4 3.0 41.3 32.5 •0.2

"CP LOST: 3.7 19.5 36.9 3.0 241.3 3b.3

3M-60 ,,OST r I
(NOE'J4ALI ZED): 33.3 18.5 40.7 0.0 46. 3 33.3 9.3

41M-60A1 LOST: 50.0 22.2 41.5 0.0 46.3 38.3 11.1

NOTE: All fiqur.-s represent the percentage
of comLat power or M-60A1's lost by
a battalion during tht, couise of a
battle.

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (Normalized) (%)=.7(#M-60A1 Lost)
4.4(ITOW Lost)+.2(iDragons Lost)+.l($LAWs Lost)! CP5_3_3
(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (*)=.7(#M6OAls Lost),.4(#TOWs Lost)
+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.I(#LAWs Lost)-. CPORG

3. M-60A1 Lost (Normalized) (V) - # M-60A1 Lost
W- M-60-OAI-in 5-3-3(-=54)

4. M-60AI Lost (%) - I M-60AI Lost
1-8----i ORG (initial)



Appendix 5 (Scenario #2) to ANNEX M (Analysis of VarianceComputation)

No Fixed Effectiveness - Measured Costs

"No Effectiveness - 50% of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO: 2

ENEMY: 2 Tank Regt(186 T-62)+l Div Tank Bn(31 T-62)+2 Mach
Bn (62 BMP)

VISIBILITY: 2200 meters

TIME (SEC.): 6928 6088 6032 6371 2653 6104 4858

ORGANIZATION 3-3-3 4-3-3 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3 3-3-4 3-4-3

1CP LOST 47.4 45.4 63.0 21.2 68.2 50.4 74.9S~(NORMALIZED):
2 CP LOST: 65.2 52.6 64.0 21.2 68.2 56.4 86.7 I
3M-6AI LOST 46.3 46.3 68.5 16.7 90.7 46.3 77.7
(NORMALIZED): .

4 M-60Al LOST: 69.4 55.6 69.8 16.7 90.7 53.2 93.3

NOTE: All figures rep-.esent the percentage
"of combat power or M-60Al's lost by
a battalion during the course of aS~battle."

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (Normalized)(*)=.7(#M-60A1 Lost)
+.41(#TOW LostI).2(#Dragons Lost)+.l($LAWs Lost)' CP5_3_3(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (%)=.7(#M60Als Lost)+.4(#TOWs Lost)
+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)" CPORG

3. M-60A1 Lost (Normalized) (t) - # M-60Al Lost
# M-60A1 in 5-3-3(-54)

4. M-60AI Lost () = # M-60AI Lost
-•M-60A in ORG (initial)
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V Appendix 6 (Scenario #31 to ANNEX M (Analysis of Variance
"Computation)

No Fixed Effectivenc-is - Measured Costs

No Effectiveness 50% of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO: 3

ENEMY: 1 Tank Regt (93 T-62)+1 Mech BN (31 BMP)

VISIBILITY: 3000 meters

TIME (SEC.): 158 241 182 184 183 392

ORGANIZATION 3 - 3 -31 4-3-3 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3 3-3-4j

1CP LOST 13.4 11.7 4.5 3.2 7.1 5.6
(NORMALIZED): 1

2 CP LOST: 18.4 13.5 4.6 3.2 7.1 6.3

3_
SM-60A1 LOST 11.1 9.3 5.5 0 5.6 0
(NORMALI ZED): ",_ _ 0!

4 M-60A1 LOST: 16.7 11.1 5.6 0! 5.61 0o

NOTE: All figures represent the percentage
of combat power or M-60A1's lost by
a battalion during the course of a
battle.

ii

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (Normalized)(%)-.7(#M-60Al Lost)
+.4(ITOW Lost)+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)! CP 5 _3 3
(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (%)=.7(#M6OAls Lost)-,.4(#TOWs Lost)
+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)÷ CPORG

3. M-60A1 Lost (Normalized) (%) = M-60A1 Lost
VW-60A1-in 5-3-3(-54) -=

4. M-60Al Lost (%) = # M-60AI Lost
-M-60A- ir- 5RG (initial)

11- 10
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Appendix 7 (Scenario 4) to ANNEX M (Anialysis of Variance
Computation)

No Fixed Effectivenrcis - Measured Costs

No Effectiveness = 50% of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO: 4

ENEMY: 2 Tank Regt(186 T-62)+Div Tk Bn(31 T-62)+2 Mech Bn (62 BMP)

VISIBILITY: 3000 meters

TIRE (SEC.): 4440 6446 2532 4374 3373 3302

ORGANIZATION 3-3-3 4-3-3 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3 3-3-4

1CP LOST 45.0 47.6 31.8 21.4 37.4 20.8
(NORMALIZED) :

2CP LOST: 61.9 55.1 32.3 21.4 37.4 23.2

3 M-60AI LOST 42.6 46.3 38.9 22.2 46.3 18.5
(NORMALIZED) :

4 M-60AI LOST: 63.9 55.6 39.6 22.2 46.3 21.3

NOTE: All figures represent the percentage i

of combat power or M-60Al's lost by
a batta'.ion during the course of a
battle.

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (Normalized)(%)=.7(IM-60AI Lost)

+.4(#TOW Lost)+.2(fDragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)+ CP 5 _3 . 3

(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (%)=.7(#M60A1s Lost)+.4(#TOWs Lost)

÷.2(#Dragons Lost)+.1(#LAWb LOst)! CPORG

3. M-60A1 Lost (Normalized) (%) - I M-60AI Lost
A M-- I in 5-3-3(-54)

4. M-60AI Lost (%) # * M-60A1 Lost
"I M-60A1 in ORG (initial)
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Appendix 8 (Scenario #5) to ANNEX M (Analysis of Variance
Compu tat ion)

No Fixed Effectivenss - Measured Costs

No Effectiveness = 50% of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO : 5

ENEMY: I Tank Regt (93 T-62)+1 Mech BN (31 BMP)

VISIBILITY: 1000 meters

TIME (SEC.): 94 102 270 92 95

ORGANIZATION 3-3-3: 4-3-3 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3

1CP LOST 27.3 10.6 29.0 13.6 18.2
(NORMALIZED) :

2 CP LOST: 37.5 12.2 29.5 13.6 18.2

3 M-60Al LOST 33.3 13.0 1 35.2 16.7 22.2
(NORMALIZED):

50. 15.6 35.8 16.7 22.2
4M-60AI LOST:

NOTE: All figures represent the percentage
of combat power or M-60Al's lost by
a battalion during the course of a
battle.

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (N3rmalized)(%)=.7(#M-60A1 Lost)
+.4(#TOW Lost)+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost): CP 5 3 3
(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (%)-.7(#M60k±s Lost)+.4(#TOvjs Lost)
+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)" CPORG

3. M-60A1 Lost (Normalized) (%) - # M-60AI Lost
# M-60AI in 5-3-3(=54)

4. M-60AI Lost (%) - # M-60AI Lost
SM--A i--n ORG (initial)
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Appendix 9 (Scenario #6) to ANNEX M (Analysis of Variance I
Computation)

No Fixed Effectiveness - Measured Costs

No Effectiveness = 501 of Soviet Organic Vehicles Destroyed

SCENARIO: 6*

ENEMY: 1 Mech Regt (93 BMP) + Div Tank Bn (40 T-62)

VISIBILITY: 2200 meters

TIME (SEC.): 186 217 186 _144 1Q,

ORGANIZATION 3-3-3 4-3-3 4-4-3 4-3-4 5-3-3
1CP LOST 42.3 6.9 47.2 10.2 11.7

(NORMALIZED) _

2 Cp LOST: 56.0 8.6 48.2 9.4 11.7

3 M-60AI LOST 33.3 5.4 54.1 13.5 8.1
(NORMALIZED):

4 M-60A1 LOST: 72.0 8.3 55.6 12.2 8.1

NOTE: All figures represent the percentage
-i of combat power or M-60AI's lost by

a battalion during the course of a
battle.

1. Combat Power (CP) Lost (Normalized)(%)=.7(#M-60A1 Lost)
+.4((TOW Lost)+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(VLAWs Lost)* CP5S 3 _3 =
(46.2) utils

2. Combat Power (CP) Lost (%)-.7(#M60AIs Lost) +. 4 (#TOWs Lost)
+.2(#Dragons Lost)+.l(#LAWs Lost)!- CPORG

3. M-60AI Lost (Normalized) (%) = # M-60A1 Lost
# M-60Al in 5-3-3(=54)

4. M-60A1 Lost (%M - # M-60A1 Lost
# M-60A1 in ORG (initial)

•CPORG for Scenario 6 is different; one tank :ompany detached.
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ANNEX N (EVALUATION)

I. General: The Study Group used the rationale and com-

putations explained in this annex to develop the Cost Model

for Criteria A and B and the Effectiveness Model for

Criterion B. Appendices 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 provide the

cost data for Criteria A and B, Scenarios #1 through #6.

Appendices 3 and 6 provide the Effectiveness Data for Criterion

B, Scenarios #2 and #4.

II. Cost Model (Criteria A&B, Scenarios #1 through #6)

a. The Study utilized the following Combat Power Co-

efficients tCOC) to total and compare the relative contribu-

tions of variots systems in the defense:

(1) M-60A1 .7

(2) TOW = .4

(3) Dra.gon = .2

(4) LAW = .1

(See ANNEX C [Combat Power])

b. Consequently the Combat Power (CP) of any organiza-

tion was measured by the following formula:

C" = .7 (# M-60Als)+.4(#TOWs)+.2(#Dragons)+.l(#LAWs)

For example: CP 4 _4 _3 -. 7 ( 5 3 ) +.4(12)+.2(12)+.1(12)=45 utils

c. Using CPC, the following is the relative Combat

Power of all organizations:

Scenarios 1 thru 5 Scenario 6 (one tank co detached)

CP 3 - 3 - 3 '33.6 = 25.9

CP 4 3 _3 39.9 30.1

N-1



cr 39.9 - 30.1
3-4-3

CP 3-3-441.3 - 33.6

CP 4 - 4 - 3 '45.5 - 33.6

CP4 - 3 - 4 '46.2 - 37.1

C 46.2 - 34.3

d. Inherently, the loss of a single tank represented

* a greater percentage loss of combat power to those organi-

zations with fewer tanks than it did to the H series

organization (533). 1he Study Group therefore realized that

to measure cost only in terms of the percentage of oran!jiza-

r tional combat power lost would unfairly penalize the smal]er
I (fewer M60AI's) organizations. Consequently, the cost. ot

systems destroyed was held consistent across all or(jauiiza-

tions by fixing the util value assigned to vach syntexm but

expressing losses as a percentaqe of the combat power of the

largest organization (533, 40.2 utils). Put another way,

this appraoch allowed a tank lost by any organization to

be equal in value in all organizations. Thus a d.iv iasii

or brigade commander wJih a fixed number of tanks at his

disposal could compare costs suffered by different organi-

zations in common terms. The differences in performance

Srmight be indicative then of inherent advantages in particu-

lar organizations, not in gross numbers of tanks in a

battalion.

0e. The formula for normalized costs expressed as a

percentage Is therefore:

N-2



Combat pnwer lost by the orljanization (utils)
Co-mba&Wt power of argest organizati i7T(4.2 utrM

f. For example,

(1) !;iLuttion: Scenario 5, OrjanizatJon 113

(2) Loosest M60AI -6; TOW -4; Dragon -2; LAW -0.

(3) Combat Power Lost - (.7) (6)+(.4) (4)+(.2) (2)

+(.I) (0) 5

- 6.2

(4) CPORG-33. 6

(5) Losa (Cost) as percen•t of CPORG , 6.2

- 18.4%

(M) Normalized Loss (Cost) as percent of

C 5 3 3  6.2 13.4%

9 g. The Study used normalized cost data to compare and

rank alternatives.

211. Effectiveness Model (Criterion B, Scenariot! #2 + #4)

a. The Study utiized the following Combat Power Co-

efficientn (CIPC) to aggregate and compare the relative con-

tributions of various Soviet systems ini the offense:

(1) T-62 - .7

(2) BMP - .4

(See ANNEX C (Combat Power])

b. The Study then utilized the following formula to

compute the offoctivenesm of the U.S. defense:

Effectiveness - .7 (1 T-62s killed)+.4(OBMPs killed)

N- 3
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II
c. Since the Study in Criterion B fixed the cost for

Scenarios #2 anO #4 at 50 percent of U.S. Combat Power

destroyed, the analyst had only to determine when that

occurred, enter the Coroner's Report at that time, and count

the aggregate of each type Soviet system killed.

d. By using the Effectiveness Model, the Study Group

calculated the raw utils of •Soviet Combat Power destroyed

Ly a battalion and then compared battalicns by this figure.

Appendices
1. Cost Data, Scenario #i
2. Cost Data, Scenario #2
3. Effectiveness Data, Scenario #3
4. Cost Data, Scenario #3
5. Cost Data, Scenario #4
6. Effectiveness Data, ScenArio #4
I. Cost Data, Scenario #5
8. Cost Data, Scenario #6
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ANNEX 0 (Non Quantifiable Factors)

I. Early in the analysis, the Study Group recognized that

many of the important indicators of performance were not

subject to quantification. The most significant of these

qualitative indices of performance concerned the alterna-

tive organizations' capabilities in command and control,

responsiveness, employability, sustainability, and flexibility.

(See Appendix 1 (Qualitative Suunary by Battalion Organiza-

tion]).

II. COMMAND AND CONTROL

a. Leadership attrition had a significant influeiuce

on the effectiveness of a number of the alternative oriani-

zations particularly at the platoon level. However, the

most important factor in command and control was the span of

control, an exceptionally difficult problem to analyze with

BATTLE. In the end, the Study Group simply watched the

differing situations develop on the terrain boards and

speculated from experience what would be the problems or

advantages of each alternative organization.

b. Platoon Organization

(1) Three Tank Platoon:

(a) The three tank platoon never experienced

leadership attrition so severe as to render a platoon combat

ineffective. To azhieve this, however, the Army would have

to man two out of every three tanks with leaders, and this

would be poor utilization of our NCO corps.
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(b) The span of control was excellent. The

platoon leader easily led this platoon using hand and arm

signals and few radio transmissions. The Study Group

speculated from the battle situations on the terrain boards

that this platoon wou!d not need a radio net and could

operate with all tanks tuned to the company frequency.

'2) Four Tank Platoon:

(a) The four tank platoon only once experi-

enced leadership attri.'.,n (loss of both * .e -!a'.oon loader

and platoon sergean•t !o severe as to rc:i-•r an otherwise

viable platoon conbit ineffective. Consc,';enrly, loss of

effectiveness d.,e "o 'ea erchip attrition does not allpear

to be an endenic vrrblem with the four tm%,k -latoon.

(u) Intuiiively, the span of control in a

four tank platoon is not as good as in a three tank platoon.

The four tank platoon can deploy and maneuver as twa s~ctions,

and this capability in p;-rticular made command and control

more difficult in a four tank platoon. A four tank platoon

needs it. own radio net, and its platoon lcader cannot

totally control the platoon with hand and arm signals.

(3) Five Tank Platoon:

(a) In almost every iteration, some five tank

platoons suffered loss of combat effectiveness because

leadership attrition is P. real weakness of the five tank

platoon.
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(b) Because both the four and Live tank

platoons can deploy and maneuver as two sections, the span

of control is almost identical in both organizations. The

platoon leader can not totally control his platoon with

hand and arm signals and the platoon must have its own radio

net, but the span of control is well within the capabilities

of the platoon ledder and platoon sergeant.

c. Company Organization

(1) Three Platoons: Experience and the game boards

conclusively indicate that the company commander can easily

control three platoons. Furthermore, the Study Group saw

no indication that the company commander needed the assis-

tance of a second in command to command and control three

platoons.

(2) Four Platoons: While it was exceptionally

difficult to gauge the span of control difficulties of a

commander with four platoons, the Study Group saw numerous

fast breaking situations where a Company Commander would

have had real command and control problems with four man-

euver elements. The conclusion of the Study Group is that

four platoons exceed the span of control of a tank company

commander.

d. Battalion Organiz..tion

(1) Three Companies: Again operational experience

and BATTLE clearly indicate that three companies are well

within the span of control of the Battalion Commander and

his staff.
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(2) Four Companies: The operational experience

of the Study Group and the iterations of BATTLE also show

that a four company battalion, even with an organic TOW

company and an attached Mechanized Infantry Company, is

within the effective command and control of the Battalion

Commander and his staff. The Regimental Armored Cavalry

Squadron is an excellent example of a combat formation that

habitually operates with four maneuver units (three Troops

and one Tank Company) and two support units (an organic

Howitzer Battery and an attached or direct support Engineer

Company). Quite often in defensive missions, moreover, the

Armored Cavalry Squadron receives the attachment of a second

tank company so four maneuver companies is not the upper

limit of the Battalion or Squadron Commander's span of con-

trol. However, when a battalion is organized with more

than three companies the S-3 or Deputy Battalion Commander

muRt play a role almost equal to that of the Commander in

the control of the battalion.

III. RESPONSIVENESS

a. Responsiveness in a battalion was a direct function

of responsiveness in the individual companies since most

battalions move, maneuver, and deploy on multiple routes.

Responsiveness in the companies was a function of the size

and number of platoons assigned to it. At the platoon level,

responsiveness was directly correlated with ease and speed

of occupying and extracting from a platoon battle position.
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b. Platoon Organization

(1) Three Tank Platoon; The three tank platoon

was the most responsive of the three alternative platoon

organizations.

(2) Four Tank Platoon: The four tank platoon was

as easy or easier to position on the battlefield as the three

tank platoon. Most platoon battle positions, without de-

grading the contributioia of individual tanks, facilitated

four tanks as smoothly as three. The four tank platoon had

the added advantage over the three tank platoon of being

capable of positioning by two tank sections which allowed

the Afour tank platoon to use terrain that the three tank

platoon could not use. The four tank platoon by virtue of

Cr its extra tank, however, could not occupy and extract from

a position as quickly as a three tank platoon.

(3) Five Tank Platoon: The five tank platoon

in comparison with the three or four tank platoon was simply

cumkersome. Far too often, the five tank platoon had to

occupy platoon battle positions which severely limited the

performance and participation of one of the five tanks in

the platoon. Furthermore, the five tank platoon was sub-

stantially slower in occupying and extracting from positions

particularly when it operated in close proximity to other

platoons of the company.
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c. Company Organlzation

(1) Three PNatoon Companies: Three platoon com-

panies whose platoons had only three or four tanks proved

highly responsive. However, 5-3-3 with a total of 17 tanks

in the ucmpany suffered degradation of xosponsiveness on

numerous occasions from too many tanks in a constricted area.

(2) Four Platoon Companiest Four platoon com-

panies were the most unresponsive organizations regardless

of the size of the platoons of any company organiation tested.

On nvmerous occasions tour platoon companiess had difficulty

finding a good platoon battle position for the fourth

platoon that would contribute to the Company effort, Inr

too often, one platoon was unable to extract cleanly and

got cut off and totaljy destroyed.

IV. EMPLCYAB1LITY

a. Employability refers to the viability, potential

for cross attachment, ond potential for tactical deployment

that various size organizations offer their commnandors.

b. Platoons

(1) Three Tank Platoona The three tank platoon

suffered from severe viability Jimitctions. Without the

ability to operate in sections, the three tank plato.in

cannot operate separate from its parent comrany. This Jn

turn severely limits the tank company as an asset when

attached to a Mechanized Infnntry Company. Furthermore, if

h three tank platoon lost ono tank it almost ceased to exist

as a viable force.



WI&
(J) Fou- Tank Platoon: The fotir tank platoon A

wav the most employable platoon of the battlefield.

(3) Five Tank Platoont Thi five tank platoon

proved almost equally employable.

c. Company Organi.ation, Of all the company alterna-

tives only 4-4-3 had a distinctly unique and advantageous

characteriatiL. With four platoons of four tanks, 4-4-3 K

had nn additional viable platoon capable of independent

operations that it could attach out. Therefore, 4-4-3

could send a particularly useful company to a mechanirna1

infantry battalion in a cross attachment.

d. battalion Orqanizationt

(1) Three Company tRattaliou, When defending

Sagainst a Soviet regiment, the three company battalion

suffered a revere problem that usually cost it one companyIdrittoyed. The S;ovieta, in a breakt.hrough attack advance with

two battalions abreast and one trailing. This usually meant

that twv taný compsnies of the U.S. battalion engaged one

So vit-t linttalioin while the third company fought the recond

Soviet battalioti alone. The remolt was that the third com-

pany was totally destroyed. Notoeovwr, when the three voir.'any

battalion had to cross att-Ach a company, the battalion wre

close to loosing its viability.

(2) Four company Dattalioni The four company

battalion is a two axis of advance organization, Foit" comr-

panies w,.re Ideally ouited for fighting the tw pronged Soviet
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breakthrough attack because this battalion could match two

companies against each Soviet battalion. Furthermore, the

four company alternative could cross attach one company and

still have a strong batt.lion remaining.

V. SUSTAINABILITY

a. Sustainability is a measure of an organization's

ability to remain viable as an organization when it begins

to take losses.

b. Platoon Organizations:

(1) Three Tank Platoon: The thrt,' tank platoon is

organized one tank away from loosing its viability. If any

Smish..1 cf maintcnaricc or iattlc loas causud n lons the.

platoon lost its viability.

(2) Four Tank Platoons The four tank platoon

was the most viable platoon organization of tanks because it

had a two tank margin of viability. Mozuovor, the four tank

platoon never experienced situations in wltch |)latr-onn lost

all of their loadorship and left the platoonet without leadtr-

ship.

(3) Five Tank Platoons: The five tank platoon

obviously had the greatest sustainability in tarnks but

repeatedly experienced p'oblemu with lost leadership and

leaderless platoons.

c. Company Organizationi The company organized with

as few as ton tanks - simply did not have enough sustain-

ability in its platoons to remain a viable company through
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too many losses. The seventeen tank companies had the best

sustainability and it could usually "solve" its leadership

crises in the platoons by "cross leveling" its leaders.

The companies with 13 tanks had good sustainability while

not as good as the 17 tank companies.

d. Battalion Organisationt The 4-3-4, 4-4-3, and

5-3-3 had the gross number of tanks necessary to sustain

these organizAtions into the fight against the second echelon

of a Soviet division attack. The 3-3-3 battalion did not

have the gross numker of tanks to fight more than one

battalion.

VI. FLEXIBILITY

a. If the number of tanks in an armored divis.on remains

constant, the division could organize nine battalions in a

3-3-3 configuration. This obviously has implications on

the battlefield flexibility afforded commanders above battalion

at brigade and division levels. The following chart depicts

the battlefield flexibility afforded commanders from the

platoon to the division level by various organitationsi

ON ORGAN MINIMAL FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT

3-3-3 Plt 14r(l) BN CO(I65) Bde CO(2,3,4)
(36) Co CO(l45) Div CO(2,3,4)

5-3-3 Pit Idr(2,3,4) Co CO(2&3) BN CO(l)
(54) 9d. CO(2&4)

Div CG(5)

4-4-3 Co CO(2&4) Pit Ldr(2&3)
(53) BN CO(2) Mde CO(5)

Div CG(2&3)
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SN ORGAN MINIMAL FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT

4-3-3 BN CO (1&5) Pit Ldr (2&3)
(45) CO CO (2&3)

Edo CO (2&3)
Div CG t2&3)

4-3-4 Pit l~r(2&3) BN CO (1, 2,-

(541 Co CO (203) 3, 4,
Ede CO(1&5) 5)
Div CO (l&5)

Factors Considered in Daterminations: (1) Sustainability
(2) Responsiveness
(3) Maneuverability
(4) Ease of Positioning
(5) Ease of Cross Attach-

ment

Appendicee
1. Qualitative Summary by Battalion Organization

01

O-F
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Appendix 1 (Qualitative Sutmrm " by Battalion Organizi.I
to ANNEX 0 (Non Quantifiable Factors)

3-3-3

Advantages Disadvantages

- Excellent command 4 control -Lacks combat power, par-
ticularly in a low visi-
bility scenario.

- Leadership during the battle -Organized too close to the
was plentiful margin.

- Weak tanks receive more -Highly sensitive to the
attention because of reduced OR rate.
span of control.

- Highly responsive. -Unforgiving organization.

-Platoons must be employed 4
as a company.

-Difficult to cross attach.

Advantages Disadvantages

- Excellent command and control -Lacks combat power at
at platoon level platoon level.

- Good combat power at compan•y -Difficult to affective.ly
and battalion level, employ four platoons in

company position.

-Companies are less respon-

sive.

-Difficult to cross attach.

-Company Commander is over-
loaded.
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3-3-4 '

Advantages Disadvantages

- Excellent cmand & control -Lacks cbat power at
at platoon a company level, platoon level,

Adequate command 4 control -Highly sensitive to the
at battalion level. OR rate.

- Weak tanks receive more -Platoons must be employed
attention because of reduced as a company.span of control.

- Combat power in the battal- I
ion is adequate.

- Leadership during the battle
was plentiful.

- Added flexibility afforded i .

by the fourth company.

- Excellent for cross attach-
ment.

4-3-4

Advantages Disadvantages

- Combat power at platoon,
company 4 battalion level
is excellent.

- Good command & control
at platoon & company level.

- Adequate command & control

at battalion level.

- Adequate leadership througf-
out the battle.

- More flexibility at platoon
level.

- Added flexibility affordedby the f•ourth company.

- Excellent for cross attach-
ment.

0-12
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5-3-3

Advantages Disadvantages

- Excellent combat power. -Cumbersome, unresponsive.

- Particularly strong in low -inefficient target servicing. A
visibility and limited
terrain scenario.

-Prone toward leadership
crises.

-Difficult to deploy on the
terrain at platoon, company
and battalion level.

4-3-3

Advantages Disadvantages

- Combat power at platoon, -Experiences degradationcompany, and battalion when cross attached.
level is excellent.

- Good command & control
at platoon, company A
battalion level.

- Adequate leadership
throughout the battle.

- More flexibility at
platoon level.

4-4-3

Advantages Disadvantages

- Excellent combat power. -Cumbersome, unresponsive.

- Good Commannd & Control at -Difficult to deploy on
platoon and battalion the terrain at Co level.

- Adequate leadership through- -Experiences significant
out the battle degradation when cross

attached.

- More flexibility at platoon -Co CO overloaded
level.

0-13
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ANNEX P (Leadership Lost)

A. Losses by Scenario

Scenario #I
4-3-3 3-4-3 3-3-4 3-3-3

BN CO 0 0 0 0
Forward Obs 0 2 2 1 -
Forward Air Cntl 1 0 0 0
Company CO 0 2 2 2
Pit Ldr 3 3 7 6
Plt Sgt 5 2 5 6

4-3-4 4-4-3 5-3-3
Deputy BN CO 0 1 0
Forward Obs 0 0 2
rorward Air Cntl 0 0 1
Company CO 0 0 2
Pit Ldr 1 6 4
Pit Sgt 0 10 8

Scenario #2
4-3-3 3-4-3 3-3-4 3-3-3

BN Co 0 1 0 0
Deputy BN CO 0 1 0 0
Forward Obs 3 3 2 1
Forward Air Cntl 1 1 1 1
Company CO 1 2 2 2
Pit Ldr 7 12 12 8
Pit Sgt 8 14 8 7

4-3-4 4-4-3 5-3-3
BN CO 1 0 0 :1
Deputy BN CO 0 1 0
Forward Obs 0 0 3
Forward Air Cntl 0 0 1
Company CO 3 0 3
Pit Ldr 9 8 9
Pit SIt 11 12 10

Scenario 13
4-3-3 3-3-4 3-3-3 4-3-4 4-4-3 5-3-3

Forward Obs 0 1 0 0 0 0
Company CO 0 1 1 0 1 0
Pit Ldr 3 5 4 1 1 2
Pit Sgt 1 3 5 1 0 4

P-12P.
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Scenario #4 t ,4-3-3 3-3-4 3-3-3 4-3-4 4-4-3 5-3-3

Forward Obs 1 3 2 0 0 1Company CO 0 3 3 2 3 1

Plt Ldr 6 8 8 10 8 7
Pit Sgt 8 9 8 13 10 8

Scenario #5
4-3-3 3-3-3 4-3-4 4-4-3 5-3-3

Forward Obs 1 2 0 0 0SCompany CO 1 2 1 0 0
Plt Ldr 4 6 4 7 6
Plt Sgt 4 6 2 7 4

Scenario #6
4-3-3.-'! 3-3-3(2) 4-3-4(3) 4-4-3(2) 5-3-3(2)

BN CO 0 1 0 0 0
Deputy BN CO C 0 0 0 1
FAC 0 1 0 0 0
Forward Obs 0 2 0 0 0
Company CO 1 0 1 1
Pit Ldr 3 6 2 6 4
Plt Sgt 4 6 0 7 2

B. Rank Ordering of Alternatives by Scenario (Utils lost)

Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3

4-3-4(1) 4-3-3(19) 4-3-4 (2)
4-3-3(8) 4-4-31(20) 4-3-3(4)
3-4-3(9) 3-3-3(23) 4-4-3(5)
4-4-3(16) 3-3-4(29) 5-3-3(6)
3-3-4 (20) 5-3-3(31) 3-3-4(12)
5-3-31(20) 4-3-4 (36) 3-3-3(13)
3-3-3 t20) 3-4-3(45)

Scenario #4 Scenario #5 Scenario #6

4-3-3(14) 4-3-4(10) 4-3-4 (2)
5-3-3(19) 5-3-3(10) 4-3-3(11)
3-3-3(28) 4-3-3(12) 5-3-3(15)
3-3-4(29) 4-4-3(14) 4-4-3(17)
4-4-3(30) 3-3-3(20) 3-3-3(22)
4-3-4931)

Battalion Comnander - 6 Utile
Deputy Battalion Commander = 5 Utils
Company Commander - 4 Utils
Platoon Leader - 1 Util
Platoon Sergeant - 1 Util

r-2
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C. Rank Ordering by Alternative (% of leadership utils remaining)

4-3-4 (73%)

4-3-3 (69%)

4-4-3 (64%)

5-3-3 (59%)

3-3-3 (49%)

D. Discussion

This is a highly simplified analysis. Scenario *2 and #4

allowed the U.S. battalion to fight on until losses or the

tactical situation forced a passage of lines or hand off of

the battle. This analysis is consequently decidedly unfavorable

to 4-3-4 which never had to hand off the battle because it

defeated the entire Soviet force. In order to accomplish this,

however, 4-3-4 had to exchange fire with the Soviets for a

(p much longer period.

This analysis also made no adjustments for the density of

leadership in each alternative. Therefore, the leadership in

3-3-3 was statistically much more exposed with the game rules

allowing the Soviets perfect fire distribution. In this

respect, 5-3-3 statistically exposed its leadership least

to Soviet fire.
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ANNEX Q (Combat Power Remaining)

A. Percentage of Combat Power Remaining at the End of Each

Scenario by Rank Order

Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3

4-3-4 97% 4-4-3 39% 4-3-4 97%
3-4-3 89% 3-3-3 37% 5-3-3 89%
4-3-3 62% 4-3-3 36% 4-4-3 81%
3-3-4 62% 4-3-4 30% 4-3-3 81%
5-3-3 54% 3-3-4 30% 3-3-4 7b%
3-3-3 53% 5-3-3 24% 3-3-3 69%4-4-3 49% 3-4-3 09%

Scenario #4 Scenario #5 Scenario #6

4-3-3 42% 4-3-4 81% 4-3-4 88%
3-3-4 42% 5-3-3 73% 5-3-3 73%
3-3-3 36% 3-3-3 69% 4-3-3 64%
5-3-3 32% 4-3-3 68% 4-4-3 39%
4-3-4 29% 4-4-3 56% 3-3-3 33%
4-4-3 22%

B. Rank Ordering by Average Percentage Remaining

4-3-4 70%
"4-3-3 59%
5-3-3 57%
3-3-3 50%
4-4-3 48%

C. Discussion

This rather simplified analysis makes no attempt to

equalize the different performances of the alternatives

during scenarios #2 and #4. In particular, 4-3-4 killed

substantially more Soviet armored vehicles than any other

alternative; however, to accomplish this, 4-3-4 had to stay

longer and suffer more casualties.

For scenarios #1, #3, #5, and #6 where effectiveness was

fixed, this analysis is decidedly more accurate.
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ANNEX R (Tactical Lessons Learned)

1. Complementary Nature of Various Weapons Systems

a. The TOW and Tank were a particularly complementary

and deadly defensive team. Battalion commanders tonded to

employ the TOW/"'rnk team in one of the two ways.

(1) Most often, commanders emplaced TOW platoons

approximately 1000 meters behind the tank platoons. Depending

on intervisibil~ty, this allowed the TOW's and tanks to opu'n

Sfire with the TOW's firing at 2500 to 3000

meters and the tanks firini at 1500 to 2000 meters. The

tanks, at the nearer range, attracted most, if not all, of

'I' the Soviet direct fire while the TOW's received little or no

fire arn could track their missiles with littlu distractton,.

4 ; • T-62s firing from 1500 to 2000 reters at M-60Als in hull

detilade were not highly effective. Therefor* the U.S. tanks,

while suffering Aome losesb, did not suffer debilitating

losses. Thon, as the Soviet battalion closed to wi
F

effective range of the T62u, the M-60AI platoons backv

into total dofilade and allowed the TOW'n at the greater

ranges to complete the destruction of the Soviet battalions.

(2) Tank battalion commanders occasionally employed

a technique of iniltally colocating TOW and tank platoons at

the same general range from the Soviets. The TOW platoons

opened the hattle by engaging the Soviet battalion at maxi-

Smum ranges. The TOWs then backed into total defilade and

redeployed to .ubsoquent positions 800 to 1000 meters oehlnd
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the tanks. The tank platoons allowed the Soviets to close

to 1700 to 2000 motors and engaged. When the Soviets closed

to within 1300 to 1500 meters, the M-60 platoons backed irto

defilade and allowed the repositioned TON platoons to finish

the defeat of the Soviet battalions.

(3) While none of the battles wore as simple as just

portrayed, the U.S. battalions employed some variation of the

two above strategies that capitalized on the complementary

nature of the two systems' ranges and rates of fire.

b. Given the right terrain, tanks and infantry comple-

mented each other but only if commanders avoided certain

pitfalls. Infantry anti-armor weapou. (Dragon and LAW)

could not be moved rapidly around the battlefield and still

be employed effectively against Soviet breakthrough tactics.

This was the most significant limitation in the infantry's

contribution on the battlefield. The infantry platoors 7I
of the infantry company made their greatest contribution to

the tank battalions' active detenses by manning strong points

or mini-strong points. As such, these strong points most

often served to anchor the flanks of the battalion battle

positions. These strong points were most effective when the

following conditions existed: the strong point was over-

watched by tanks positioned not more than 700 meters behind

the position (both to provide mutually supporting fires and

to cover routes of egress suitable for M113Als) and the

number of T-62s/BMPs attacking the strong point did not

R-2
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exceed 1.5 times the number of Dragons. If any one of theRe
conditions was absent, the Soviets usually destroyed the

strong point or bypassed it. The overwatch of the tanks

was crittical If the Soviets destroyed the tank overwatch,

ne:reentod it with smoke, or suppressed it with direct fire,

the infantry strong point was doomed. When the conditions

were right, Dragon gunners and tanks proved complementary

and most effective. The tanks attracted all or a vast

II
majority of the fire leaving the Dragon gunners free to

track their missiles with little or no suppression.

c. TOWs and Dragons did not complement each other nearly

as well as the Tanks and Dragons or TOWs and Tanks did.

(1) When the TOWs were in their optimum positions

to engage Soviet armored vehicles, the Dragons were out of

position for optimum employment and vice versa.

(2) When tho TOW platoons had intervisibility and

could engage at 2200 to 3000 meters, the Dragons were out

of range and remained out of range for such a long period

that the TOWs absorbed, for extended periods, the fires of

whole Soviet battalions with disastrous results.

(3) when the battalion commanders moved the Dragons

further forward in order that the TOWs and Dragons could

engage simultaneously, their combined rate of kills on a

Soviet tank battalion was not sufficiently fast to keep the

Soviets from overrunning the Di tyons.
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(4) If the battle poaition commander elected to

allow the Soviets to approach to within 1000 meters of the

Dragons and 2000 metere of the TOWs, again their combined

rate of kills was not fast enough to keep the Soviets from

overrunning the Dragons and killing numerous TOWs.

(5) When intervisibility limited maximum opening

ranges to about 1200 meters (an infantry avenue of approach),

TOW platoons could not optimize their long range capabil-

ities and possible positions for M113 mounted TOWs were

substantially fewer than those available for Dragons.

2. Employment of the TOW Company

a. Regardless of their attachment, Pattalion and Com-

pany Commander!- almost always employed the TOW platoons in

positions of overwatch for tank and infantry platoon battle

positions. Only when visibility was exceptionally limited

(1000 meters), did battle positioi. commanders employ the

1OW platoons in contiguous or colocated b.attle positions

with tank and infantry platoons.

b. During the six scenarios, Battalion commanders had

to deploy their companies over eiqht difforeant battalion

battle positions. The organizatiort of tanks within the

battalion had no effect upon attachment or cross attachment

of the TOW platoons. The terrain, however, did have a major

impact on employment of TOW platoons. In three of the battle

positions, battalion commanders employed their TOWs in pure

companies. Tr two of the three cases, the battle positioni
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possessed a large, dominant piece of terrain from which TOW

platoons could service Soviet armored vehicles traveling on

all avenues of approach into the battle position. In the

third case, the battalion battle position had only one high

speed avenue of approach on which TOWs could utilize their

extended range. Therefore, all battalion commanders employed

the TOWs in a pure company to cover this one avenue of

approach.

c. On no occasion did a battalion commander attach one

TOW platoon to each tank company, leaving the TOW company

commander without a commuand. Nor did tbe Study witness a

battalion commander who attached tank platoons to the TOW

company.
-d. Battalion Commanders most often attached one platoon

of TOW's to the battle position commander who had secondary

avenues of approach while the TOW company (-) operated under

its company commander in support of the battle position

commander who had the primary avenue(s) of approach to cover.

3. Employment of Tank Recovery Vehicles (VTR). This Study

made no attempt to test the alternatives of organizing

maintenance at both the company aad battalion levels or

organizing it only under battalion. The study, however, did

test the employment and proper location for the battalion's

heavy recovery capability.

a. Heavy recovery must accompany the tank companies

directly into their battle positions. This is necessitated

kk 5
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by the requirenment for last response to rucoxery needs. ,

The pace of every battle was so fast there v'as insufficient

time to call for recovery to come forward from the trains

location to recover disabled tanks; the VTRs could not reach

company battle position-, before the companies had to abinCon

vehicles requiring recovery.

b. Within th- com':. nv battle positionr., VTRs must

locateŽ themselvvs as :ic-,r the engaged tanKs as a covered

routi of egress wiU! allow. Normally, thi. ¶eant th.l W';

were pos tione-, in, a co'cred and concealed pusition abouL

100 meters behind the firing tanks. As roon as a vehicle

was knocked out but did not explode, a VTR imrediately

hooked up and ptlled the tank to the trains or elsewhere for

cannibalization. If no' extracted quickly sibsarqu4-nt Soviet

fires usually destroyed the immobilized vehicle.

C. The StuOy Cioup assigned each battalioji one VTR per

company and two in general support. The battalion commander

must apportion the VTRs among the companies based upon unit

needs .nd particularly upon the potential (';fficulty the

companies will have extracting from their battle positions.

With only five or six VTRs, heavy recovery capabiiity was

overwhelmed within two minutes after initiation of direct

fire on the initial battle position. Moreover, none of the

VThs had enough time to finish their first runs to

the trains and return to the initial battle position before

the U.S. force redeployed to subsequent battle positions,
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abandoning vehicles on the initial battle position. If IA

the U.S. Army plans to perform substantial battlefield

cannibalization, and return tanks to battle, it must increase

to at least eleven VTRs its organic heavy recovery capability '1

within the Medium Tank dattalions. Furthermore, number of

heavy equipment transports (HET) must increase and tactics

of employment must change.

4. Battlefield Class V Resupply

a. Tanks

(1) In the longest, most hard fought battles

(Scenarios #2 and 04: two reinforced Soviet tank regiments)

the greatest percentage of main gun basic load that any tank

expended was 24 percent. The least perctntage that a tank

still alive at the end of the battle fired was 14 percent.

(2) Commanders did riot improve end of battle on board

ammunition stocks by ammunition redistribution or recovery

ot ammunition trom disabled tanks.

(3) Three major factors distorted ammunition expen-

diture rates in BATTLE: the game has near perfect fire dis-

tribution, once a tank kills another vehicle it immediately

stops firing on that vehicle, and as soon as a Soviet vehicle

is killed all U.S. tanks know that Soviet vehicle is dead

and do not fire upon it further.

(4) If this analysis was 100 percent understated,

even without including redistribution and recovery of aumuni-

tion, all of the tank battalion organizations could have
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fought two more regiments before their tanks expended all

of their initial basic loads of maingun ammunition. However,

this Study determined that the Soviets would destroy every

M60A1 in battle before any ran out of ammunition, regardless

of the organization.

(5) This Study Placed a basic load of eight rounds

of HEP on each vehicle to start the active defenses. In

no case did a tank eve* uc:e a. HE.' round; APDS and HEAT could

service every target ir the regimonts.

(6) While white p'.osphc.ous hounds were not included

in the tank basic loads, on sevr:icl %xq'sions a hasty white

phosphorous smoke screen would have made it pos~ible to e):-

tract exposed units that ev..nutally the Soviets cut off and

destroyed. Three to five white phosphoroU3 rounds per tank

would provide this necessary capability. Artillery and

mortars must be relied on for the pre-ponderance of smoke

missions, but in a few situations neither artillery nor

mortars are quick enough for the battalion's requirements.

b. TOWS

(1) With a basic load of ten rounds, TOW vehicles

have barely enough ammunition to service all potential

targets during a tank battalion's fight against the first

echelon regiment. The TOW company averaged an expenditure

rate of 40 rounds per tank regiment battle. At the end of

the first echelon battle, the TOW platoon had an average of
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five rounds remaining on each vehicle (although in certain

iterations this average figure was as low as three rounds).

(2) As with tanks, TOW expenditure rates were

distorted by near perfect fire distribution, no reengagement

of a destroyed vehicle, and complete knowledge of a target's

status.

(3) However, TOWs which suffered firepower kills

immediately became mobile ammunition supply points and

redistribution of TOW ammunition between and during battles

was compmoll.

(4) Consequently, if this Study understates the TOW

expenditure rate by 100 percent, and this is not impossible,

many TOW platoons will expend all of their basic load before

~ •the tank battalions battle against a first-echelon regiment

is over.

(5) In all iterations, the U.S. battalion commander

started a TOW ammunition resupply truck from the battalion

SASP as soon as the battalion made contact with the Soviets.

(6) The U.S. Army should reconfigure the inside of

TOW vehicles to carry as many as twenty basic load rounds,
L

and U.S. battalion S-4s must be exceptionally alert to the

Class V resupply needs of the TOW company.

c. Dragon

(1) The expenditure rate of Dragons was dependent

on the terrain and their deployment by different commanders.

Occasionally, Dragons never had an opportunity to engage;
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however, under ideal employment conditions the 12 Dragons

in the Infantry Company averaged an expenditure of 32 Dragon

rounds against a Soviet tank regiment. Surviving Dragon

teams averaged three of their original six rounds remaining

a,. the end of the battle.

(2) The infantry platoons would most likely have a

fair opportunity to recover a numbwer of Dragon rounds from

Dragon teams that were killed as well as an opportunity to

recover Dragon trackers when Soviet machine gun fire killed

a Dragon team (a common occurrence).

(3) The same distortions in ammunition expenditure

existed with Dragon as with tanks and TOW.

(4) If the Study underestimated by 100 percent

expenditure of Dragon missiles, the Infantry Company still

had sufficient Dragons to participate in the entire defeat

of a Soviet regiment. However, the Infantry Company must

be totally resupplied with Dragons before it can fight a

second regiment. The Battalion S-4 must plan for this resupply

with pro-positioning, a dedicated truck with Dragon missiles,

or other expedients.

d. Mort.ars

(1) Once the U.S. gained visual contact with the

Soviets, mortar platoons could fire no more than two missions

in support of the battalion (there were two to four volleys

per mission). These missions, however, were exccptionally
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critical to the course of the battle because the effectiveS4
use of smoke was a vital element in the battalion commander's

effective fighting of an active defense.

(2) No single mortar ever expended more than eight

rounds during the battle against a single regiment.

(3) Consequently, Class V resupply of the mortar

platoon is not a problem during the normal course of a

battle against two or even three regiments.

•4) The standard basic load of the U.S. Army heavy

mortar platoon does require basic reevaluation. Throughout

the six scenarios, the mortar platoons fired twice as many

HC smoke rounds as they fired high explosive rounds. The

high explosive (HE) round is totally ineffective against

Sarmored vehicles, and the battalions only fired HE rounds at

dismounted Sagger Teams. Moreover, the effectiveness and

range of tanks and precision guided missiles guarantee that

quickly responsive smoke is absolutely necessary to the

successful prosecution of the active defense. Battalion

commanders consistently relied more heavily on their mortar

platoons to provide smoke than direct support artillery.

5. Smoke

a. When necessary, battle position commanders must

smoke their positions in order to extract from these positions;

however, commanders must be careful when using this technique.

Ouito often, smokinq one's position to cover extraction

I
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screens other battle positions and makes the U.S. fires less

effective. Whenever possible, commanders should select posi-

tions that possess covered routes of egress, rather than

relying on smoke.

b. One effective counter to tanks massed in a breakthrough

formation was to place A-smoke m n just in front of the

attacking formation. This achieved three advantaces: soviet

TC's and gunners lost their orientation on the terrain to the

front while in the smoke, Soviet formations lost some of their

continuity, and, most importantly, only part of the formation

emerged from the smoke at any one time thus effectively r

piecemealing the force.

c. When the Soviet second regiment massed in a breakthrovgh

formation, the combined fires of the entire regiment proved

more than any alternative battalion organization could absorb.

Under these circumstances, the U.S. battalion commander effec-

tively used smoke to screen one Soviet battalion from partici-

pation in the battle until the U.S. battalion had serviced

the other battalions of the Soviet regiment. !

6. Preparing Hull Defilade Positions for Armored Vehicles

a. In order to withstand preparatory fires with minimum

losses and to improve survivability from direct fire, indi-

vidual vehicles must have hull defilade positions dug for

them. On the initial battalion battle position, 132 posi-

tions are needed just to provide each TOW and Tank vehicle

of a 54 tank battalion with an initial and alternate position.
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If each platoon has two platoon battle positions in the

initial battalion battle position (the bare minimum, for

current doctrine), the organic and attached earth moving

equipment must dig 264 vehicle fighting positions.

b. The present battalion organization provides for

three dozer tanks per battalion, and, with an engineer

platoon in direct support, the battalion could expect earth

moving assistance from one bucket loader and possibly a

bulldozer from the company in direct support of the battalion's

parent brigade. In an emergency M-88 recovery vehicles car&

dig hull defilade positions; however, they would most likely

be totally committed to supporting the maintenance effort.

Given six hours to prepare for battle, each piece of earth

moving equipment would have to prepare one hull defilade

position every 7 to 8 minutes (including transit time

between positions), an absolute impossibility even under

ideal maintenance and ground conditions.

c. One solution is to modify one tank per platoon to

employ a dozer blade:

(1) Under a reconfigured tank battalion, 4-3-4,

each dozer tank would prepare eight individual vehicle

fighting positions to provide each tank with an initial and

alternate position. This effort would require no transit

time between platoon battle positions. (The engineers

could prepare the smaller positions for the TOW tracks.)
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(1) If the battalion had six hours to prepare for

battle, each dozer tank would have to prepare only one tank

position every 20 minutes (to include transit time between

re~pitions) in order to provide each platoon with two fully

prepared battle positions in the initial battalion battle

positioll.

Operational ready rates for tank dozer blades

must i4o cor this nollition to be viabl'. The greater

density proposcd by this solution wotild assist by justifying

PLL stockage of dozer parts. Better .rmAninlg would help too.

7. Mine Warfare and Larriers

a. Tho type minefields that a Sirect support platoon

could emplacv do not constitute a barrier to a Soviet

battalion employing breakthrough tactics. Platoon laid

I nminefields are so small that Soviet battalions are already

into them ad nomtirmes even substantially out before the

Soviets art) awart, or the iunefield's presence. Theretore,

battalion commanders should site this type of minofield

not to channelize the Soviots but rather to kill Soviet

armored vehicles.

b. The basic load of anti tank mines in the tank battalion

are of the Incorrect type. Pressure, tilt rod, and magnetic

anti tank mines are excellent mines for open terrain, exten-

si.-e minefieldsi however, the tank battalion Oces not have

sufficient mines in its basiv load to emplace such a minsfiald

of Any conseq-ence nor does it have the time and porsonnel to

emplace it. R-14



c. The Medium Tan% Battalions in Europe do have a

need for mines. In oonstrivted areas such as trails, roads,

and streets, battle position commandars can effectively

use mines to block, slow, and hinder Soviet track vehicle

movement. For this mission the Off Route-Ambush mine is

much more effective than pressure, tilt rod, or magnetic

mines which are neatly impossible to use with efficiency

in these hard surface locations.

d. Due to the fast pace of the battle, barriers need

only ulow a Soviet force. Barriers close to the battalion

battle position proved of great benefit when they delayed

the Soviet torce for as little as four minutes. Barriers

such as those emplaced on wooded trails and roads did in

fact channelise the Soviets.

e, To improve the barrier construction capability of

the Medium Tank Battalion, each vehicle in the scout platoon

and two tanks in each platoon should have chain siws. For

the tank platoons, this could also significantly improve

their ability to camouflage their vehicle fighting positions.

Each infantry squad should also have one chain saw which it

could use not only for barriers but also to prepare strong

points.

f. This study did not include FASCAM (Copperhead) ammu-

nition in the basic loads of the 155me howitzer battalions.

On numerous occaeions, however, if the U.S. had possessed

FASC&1 the forwsra observers could have used these artillery



delivered mines with devastating ef~fect. In their tightly ipacked, relatively inflexible formations, Soviet tank battalions

are excellent targets for a rapidly responsive artillery

battery armed with FASCAM ammunition. A particularly

effective use of FASCAM would be to mix it with smoke making

the detection by the tank commanders and drivers of individual f
mines nearly impossible.

8. Active Defense Engagement Techniques

a. The answer to the question of when to open fire is a '1
function of the size of the Soviet force attacking:

(1) Against Soviet units of battalion size, U.S.

company or slightly greater sized battle positions should

initiate engagement at the greatest range possible. This

technique tikes maximum advantage of the following:

(a) The comparatively greater accuracy of U.S.

t.nti-tank systems at long range,

(b) The extreme difficulty that the 5-viets

have acquiring any targets at long range (i.e., target acqui-

sition at ranges greater than 2000 meters, particularly hull

defilade targets, requires the use of binoculars, an almost

impossible feat in a tracked vehicle moving cross country).

(c) The geometric and tightly packed pattern

of Soviet vehicles in a breakthrough formation makes long

range U.S. target acquisition much easier. The "predictability" I

of Soviet formations assists P.S. tank commanders and gunners I

in "knowing where to look" for Soviet vehicles. The rigidity
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of these formations do not allow the Soviets to take full

advantage of the natural cover of rolls and folds in the ground.

(d) The fire distribution system used by U.S.

platoons is superior for servicing many targets at once (i.e.,

the Soviet system requires the platoon leader to first

acquire the target, the platoon leader then engages the target,

and finally the other two tanks in the platoon Join in the

engagement until the target is destroyed).

(2) Against Soviet formations of company size or

smaller, the best engagement technique is to allow the Soviet

formation to close to approximately 1000 meters in an open

piece of ground before initiating direct fire.

(a) At these shorter ranges, the lethality of

the first rounds of U.S. systems is so great that the U.S.

battle position can totally destroy the Soviet formation

before the Soviets can return effective fire.

(b) If the U.S. force engages at maximum range,

the Soviet company operating independent of its battalion

possesses enough flexibility to use the terrain to avoid

annihilation and in the end will not only survive but report

the U.S. position.

b. U.S. battle position commanders, particularly com-

pany battle position commanders, must endeavor to initiate

direct fire simultaneously with all armor-defeating systems.

(1) Piecemeal engagement by U.S. systems in a

company battle position should be avoided at all costs.
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If a company opens fires by platoon, the platoon firinq first

must absorb the concentratel return fire by the attacker and

this invariably has a devastating effect.

(2) Opening fire piecemeal alerts the Soviet battalion

to the location of the company battle position nmaking sub-

sequent target acquisition substantially easier.

(3) Volley fire creates a greater shock effect on

the attacking formation.

(4) Volley fire kills a much greater number of

Soviet uyst-ms quickly before these can ever return effective

f ire.

c. If U.S. vehicles spend no more than 25 seconds in a

vehicle fighting position before backing off, they should

first engage the Soviet tanks before they complete the

annihilation of the attacking Soviet force by engaging and

destroying the BMPs. This fire distribution technique works

particularly wel'" because the flight of Sogqgvr missiles is

so slow that, even if tho Soviets are grant',d instantaneous

target acquisition, the U.S. tanks and TOW's have 25 seconds
at a bare minimum to complete one or two engagements and

back into defilade before the Sagger missiles can reach their

fighting position. If the U.S. vehicles attempt to sit in

one position too long during their engagements, they can ex-

pect to suffer a fair number of casualties. The U.S. force

must destroy the Soviet tanks first. If the Soviet tanks

close to within 1200 meters, they will take a heavy toll of
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the U.S. vvhicles. The BMPs, however, start to loop 'ffec-

tiveness as they close below 1200 meters, anc. bet ., 1200

and 800 meters, the BMP is particularly vulnerable, There-

fore, the U.S. force can wait, with some prolit, until the

BMPs in a Soviet Battalion are much closer.

d. Numerous iterations conclusively demonstrated that

the defender should not fight the second regiment on the

initial battalion battle position from which he defeated the

first regiment.

(1) The defender has lost all advantages of sur-

prise on his initial battalion battle position. With better

intelligence, the Soviets employ devastating preparatory fires

and their supprussive smoke and high explosive artillery

severely restrict irntervisibility.

(2) Residual Soviet forces from the defeated first

regiment cause a steady and debilitating attrition of the

otherwise victorious U.S. battalion. On a second battle

position the U.S. battalion regains most of the advantages of

surprise it had on its initial position. Additionally, good

intelligence is available from battalion scouts still on the

initial battalion battle position about the second regiments

adv,%nce.

e. The U.S. battalion should not totally surrender its

initial battle position just because it has defeated the first

regiment attack and is moving the bulk of its forces to a

second pcsitior.. If the Soviets do not pass a second regiment
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through theiz firat defeated regiment, the U.S. Brigade

Commander may elect to counterattack from this initial

battle position, and the U.S. battalion has real advantages

in an attack from a position of contact. Therefore, the

U.S. battalion should maintain contact and control of the

initial battle position with a company size force until it

is sure the Soviets will attack through the position with

a second echelon.

f. When lightly armored vehicles have2 revealed their

platoon battle positions to the Soviets, they cannot afford

to remain in these positions more than four minutes. if

they remain longer than four minutes, soft skini vehicles

become highly vulnerable to Soviet multiple rocket launched

artillery and other heavy artillery.

9. Scout Platoon

a. In the active defense, the scout platoon is an

absolutely essential element in the battalion. The scout

platoon must keep the attacker's reconnaissance company

from discovering the location of the battalion's initial

battle position in order to retain surprise and avoid the

effects of devastating indirect preparatory fires.

b. The active defense deploys almost all of the battalion

force on the most likely avenues of approach. The scout

platoon is essential in securing the battalions flanks, not as

fighters, but to sorve as eyes and ears for the battalion

commander.
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c. In the active defense the scout platoon rhould be

organized so as to provide reconnaissance and economy of

force missions.

10. Heavy Mortar Platoon

a. The mortar platoon plays a critical role in the

active defense by providing amoke during daylight and

illumination at night.

b. In order to add effectiveness, this Study increased

the heavy mortar platoon to six tubes. This chance provided

one third more support and allowed the heavy mortar platoon

to split their firing into two effective sections while

keeping all six tubes in the same location. Six tubes allowed

the platoon to support two compazy battle positions simultan-

r eously with effective smoke or illumination.

• c. ThL mortar platoon could operate from geographically

split platoon sites but the FDC would have to be augmented.

Splitting the platoon, however, does make it less vulnerable

to counter mortar fires.

11. The Soviet Army made a major systems design error with

its BMP that the U.S. Army should avoid.

a. The BKP while a fine armored personnel carrier has

too many non-complementary weapons systems on the vehicle.

(1) The Sagger missile is the Soviet Arr.nys primary

long range anti-armor precision guided missile; however,

when the BMP is in a good position to launch this missile
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(1400 tc 3000 meters) it is too far away to serve as an

effective assault pbsonnel carrier.

(2) When the Soviet Battalion is in the assault,

the pMr closes to a range where the Sagger is totally ineffec-

tive.

(3) Fortunately, neither Soviet tactics nor the

Sov.iet battalion orj3ar-iza ion allow A batt.tiicn to split

its at-sets between a-savlt units and ovei ,,a- -hin•g units,

and consequertly when the Soviet battalion noet r :c'Os the

suppo't , f Lon, r -nq- ,rti-arior miisiles, the uat~al .on i

totally without this siupport.

b. While "he sme track bed may serve t-qually well as

both an assault personnel carrier and as i precision quided

missile launcher, the two functions are totally separat,

organ'za'io,'ally and geographically on tho b.att'ef;e1d. The

U.S. Army rmust keep this in mind when it desi'-cns it,! forces

for the future.

12. The U.S. Army is currently underutilizing much neceed

tanks in order to provide carriers for Artillery Forward

Observers (FO) and Forward Air Controllers (FAC).

a. When the FOs and FAC were in the best location from

which to control their indirect fires, they were in an almost

impossible position from which effectively to engage targets

with their tanks' mainguns. Consequently, a number of tank

systems in the Medium Tank Battalion were underutilized as

battlefield killers.
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b. F'U=Lh,. -,--,, in these A \rtillery and Air Support

control Locations the FO and FAC were too fur from Soviet

tanks to reccivw direct fire, and thereftre. the FO and FAC

did not need the direct fire protection afforded by the tank's

heavy armor.

c. Only whcn the situation began to get desperate

would the company and battalion commandera employ the FO

and FAC tanks in the firing platoon battle positions.

d. Field experience has often shown that FO's and

FAC's, lacking broad experience ija fighting tanks, make

inadequate tank commanders.

e. An optimum situation wouli, have the FO ride in

the loadors hatch of the company cormanders tank. He would

not be the loader but rather the fifth man in the crew.

Ordinance depots would have to remove a.,amunition storage

racks beside the present radio mounts and install another

iadio i..oui.t `or Lhe FO's radio. This arrangement is a

field expedient already used in some units, and this

repositio.,inq wnere it has already oc-curred grtiatly increased

the responsivcness and contribution of artillery to the

battle.

1. Thu FAC can use an armov ;i r•,•onacl carrier as his

battlefield vehicle with the same efficiency as a tank.

9. The U.S. Army should orgainize the additional tanks

generated by this rearrangement into more tank platoons and

c.nmlanies.
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ANNEX S (Sensitivity Analysis Computation)

1. D gree c Alic-wable Error for 4-3-3 = , (5-3-3) - x (4-3-3)
S(4-3-3)

30.65 - 23.18
23.18

= 32%

2. Degree of Allowable E.or for 4-3-4 - -(5" -3 (4-3-4)

x (4-3-4)

30.65 - 12.1
12.1

= 153%

3. Percenxagc of Normalized Power Ic3t

Scenario 5-3-3 4-3-4 4-3-3
#1 41.3 J.C. 1l$.9
#2 68.2 21.d 45.4
03 7.1 3.2 11.7
#4 37.4 21.4 4".6
#5 18.2 13.t i .

11.7 IC. 6.9
TOTAL 183.9 72.6 139.1

6N 6 6

30.65 12.1 23.16
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